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Jottings from - - -
Jo's
Notebook
Boy, oh boy, did I ever get some fan mail
this week. Read all about it on Page Two of
this issue.
Hubbard, The Political Man!
One of the most amazing oddities of this
scientific and technological age is that no
one has yet been able to solve the mystery of
the political man. The organization man, the
businessman, the industrial man yes, but the
political man, no.
For instance, what do you suppose
prompted Senator Carroll Hubbard to lam-
bast at the leadership of the Democratic
party when he is a member of that party and
_ just as responsible for its leadership as is
any other public official elected under the
party label.
Political obervers are construing Hub-
bard's attack on the Democratic party, and
particularly Lt.-Gov. Wendell Ford, in a
thousand different ways.
My personal coav'L ion is that: The
General Assembly will be over next week;
Hubbard will be going home to Mayfield; his
constitutents will start asking him why he
took no stand on the teachers' salary prob-
lem, the new circuit court judgeship for his
district, few of the Democratic party's policy
issues, and frankly accomplished so little for
his district that he decided to find himself a
scapegoat and Wendell Ford seemed the log-
ical target.
Poor Carroll, he certainly got some poor
advice from his Republican friends about at-
tacking his party. He was in trouble enough
in his district before his headline-hunting sa-
fari of Monday. At least two candidates, one
from Hubbard's Graves County and one
from Marshall County were planning to run
against him next time. Unless something
happens, we see a candidate from each of his
five counties running against him in the next
senatorial election.
If Senator Hubbard wasn't able to find
a leader in his party, it's time he starts look-
ing for a ladder. He's going to need a mighty
tall one to climb out of the mess he created
for himself. (See story on this page.)
Let's Go To South America!
With the tremendous reception given
Evelyn Dixon and Debbie May in Ecuador
last December I think it's time we get anoth-
er group together and take a goodwill trip to
the seven banana-producing countries of
Central America. . . Mexico, Guatemala, El
Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panama
and Honduras.
As you know by now, I have made that
safari and it is great . . . just simply great. I
have an idea that we can get a package deal,
including air fare, hotels, sightseeing, some
meals for about $325 from New Orleans. It
might run a little more, but not much, if
about 30 or more people care to make the
trip.
Take it from me, it's a fabulous journey.
We could take our beauteous princess with
us and have red carpet treatment every-
where.
How about it Banana Festival folks?
Let's think on this.
Global Population
Some local folks we know are surely be-
coming members of this jet set. This week
Paul and Georgia Butts are having one fine
time visiting in Spain. This Saturday Wen-
dell and Louise Butts will probably encount-
er Georgia and Paul on their way back home,
for this popular young couple will also be on
Their way to Spain for a heavenly six-day
trip, with all the trimmings.
I met Stanley Jones out at Hillview
Hospital last week while he was out there
getting the necessary inoculations for a trip
to Hong Kong and other points in the Orient.
Some small world, isn't it.
Music Critic, 1970 . . .
Wendell Butler says you just can't tell
about current music.
He says he was in a restaurant the other
night when a waitress dropped a tray of
dishes. Hearing the clatter, four couples got
up and started dancing.
Castleman.)
M. R. Jeffress, Fulton Bank, presenting
standing winner in the Creed Contest.
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Hubbard Made No Effort To Help Hubbard Does
Lawmakers, Demo Leader Says 
TNeoat cAhtetre,nsdmed,
FRANKFORT, Ky. — J. R. Miller, chairman
of the Democratic Party in Kentucky, Tuesday
verbally roasted Sen. Carroll Hubbard for his
criticism of Democratic leadership under Lt.
Gov. Wendell Ford.
Hubbard, D-Mayfield, on Monday issued a
statement saying he had "become increasingly
flisa pp ointed in the leadership abilities and fore-
i4-sight of Lt. Gov. Ford."
1. Miller held an impromptu press conference
Kenneth Crews, City National  Bank, presenting David Adams 84 here to respond to Hubbard's statement. The
el. District FFA Carcass WImer. ( Photo courtesy of Jerry party chieftain ' Sen. Trubha-rd-has-a-cred in a
very immature and irresponsible manner."
Jeff Shell as
Miller said the "personal as-
pects of the senator's charges"
against Ford "is between the
two of them."
, But Miller said Hubbard's
;statement included criticism of
, a "lack of leadership in our
, Democratic Party of Ken.
tacky . . ."
"Will this one statement,"
:Maki- said, "the senator has
'insuked not only the members
of the state central executive
committee of the party of
which he is a member, but also
the members of the legislative
leadership, as well as U. Gov.
Ford, titular head of the
party."
Miller said Hubbard "has
been guilty of the very thing
for which he accused party
leadership—lack of effort on
behalf of the party and ab-
sence of a stable position on
matters of imporance to Ken
tacky and the Democratic
Party . . .
Says Hubbard Not "Helpful"
"Through the first 50 days of
this legislative session. Sen.
Hubbard has been silent and
inactive while., this leadership
worked innumerable hours to
provide the Democratic Party
with a responsible program of
legislation for Kentucky.
"Although he has offered no
assistance and no constructive
changes, he chooses now, with
only 10 days left for the ser-
ious proposition of responsible
law-making, to make his ir-
responsible charges aaginst the
party leadership and the
party's efforts for Kentucky."
Newsmen asked Miller if his
prepared statement indicates
he wouldn't support Hubbard
in future political races. Miller
responded, "I like to support
people I think are responsible
and stable and party loyalists.
(Continued on Page Six)
Woman's Club To
Meet On Friday
The Fulton Woman's Club
will meet at their Clubhouse on
Friday, March 13, at 2 p. m.
the Out. Ernest Khourie will be the
guest speaker. The program
will be on "The Story Behind
Oriental Rugs."
Hostesses for the day will be:
Miss Mary Martin, Mrs. P. F.
King, Mrs. Roy Taylor. Mrs.
Roye F. Cooke, Mrs. Grace
Newton, Mrs. Roy Pickering,
Mrs. Hugh Pigue, 'Mrs. Leon
2rowder, Mrs. Bob Graham,
and Mrs. J. P. DeMyer.
Elbert Burcham, Jr., president of the Citizens Bank of Hickman
stated at the speakers table. At right are Mr. and Mrs. Bill Scott
of the Fulton Bank. Burcham was Master of Ceremonies.
(Story, Other Photos On Page Five)
The Fulton Beat
by the
Impuring
Reporter . . .
Richard Cook
Question: — Do you think that property owners
should be forced by law to clean up their proper-
ty when such ugly sites contribute to a bad image
in their community?
certainly do. A lot of
'clean-up, pick-up, paint-up,'
needs to be done is Fulton and
South Fulton."
Question: — Do you think the
city should help in this project,
or do you think this should be
done strictly by the owners?
"I think the people who own
their property should be re-
quired by law to clean up their
property. Some of the property
is run down, many of the hous-
es need a paint job, but I don't
think the paint would stick, the
houses are so bare. The main
problems are the houses and
their surroundings. The taw
should be in effect, especially
in the urban renewal areas.
This project would be of value
to the people who visit our
area. We Should be proud to
say diet we hail from the twin
cities and we <set be when
some sections of our city look
like a garbage dump.-
FAITH, IT'S A PARTY
The Fulton Country Club
will sponsor a St. Patrick's
Dance Saturday, March 14
from 8 p. m. until midnight.
Music will be provided by the
"Stardusters." Price is $5.00
per couple.
Princess Candidate!
Mary Paula Long, 19, was re-
cently elected by the residents
of Sprague Hall at Lambuth
College to be a candidate in
the "Miss Lambuth" contest.
Paula is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. William Earl Long,
of Route 4, Fulton, and is a
freshman at Lambuth.
Members of the Fulton City
Education Aa..sneiation were in
attendance at a meeting in Pa-
ducah Saturday to discuss with
area legislators new develop-
ments in the teachers' salary
crisis in Kentucky.
Attending from Fulton were
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Moore.
president of the Association;
Mrs. Wilna Wilson, Mrs. Mil-
dred Davis, Mrs. Shirley Puck-
ett and Mrs. Betty Harrison.
Meeting at Tilghman High
Sehool, a -large -contingent of
districts from the thirteen-
county First District Education
Association heard reports from
highranking legislators regard-
ing the status of education leg-
islation now pending in the
Kentucky General Assembly.
Making talks to the educat-
ors were Speaker of the House
Julian Carroll. Tom Garrett,
David Carter, Joseph McBride.
Richard Lewis and Loyd Clapp,
Senator Carroll Hubbard said
he was unable to attend be-
cause of the illness of his young
'Continued on Page Six)
South Fulton Continues Expansion
Plans In Housing, Water, Recreation
Three major projects in the City of South
Fulton — one a reality and two contemplated for
the near future — were reviewed by the Mayor,
Commissioners and City Manager of South Ful-
ton in their regular meeting here Tuesday night.
One project involved the establishment of
public housing within the community; presently
there is none, nor is there even any machinery for
establishing any. A first step in this direction,
agreed at Tuesday's meeting, was the etablish-
ment of a Public Housing Commission, to which
Mayor Cocker named five members. When the
Commission is formed, it may apply directly to
Federal authorities, for implementation of plans
for Federal Housing within the community.
Named Wednesday to the new
Commission are 1 . .7=es,
to serve foa one -; Rev.
Gerald Stowe, 2 years; George
Chambers, 3 years; Bill Ben-
nett, 4 years; and Harvey
Vick, 5 years.
In another major project that
may seek to annex a large new
portion of land to the City, the
Jaycees To Elect
Officers Tonight
The Fulton Jaycees will hold
their regular monthly meeting,
Thursday night, March 12, at
7:00 p. m. with a dinner meet-
ing at the Travelers Inn R es -
taur ant .
Election of officers will be
•the main topic of business for
the meeting. Candidates for of-
fice are as follows: President,
Tommy Perry, employed by
General Tire of Mayfield, and
Frank McCann, employed by
Lear Siegler, Inc., of Union
City, Tenn.; Internal Vice-Pres-
ident, Bob Harrison, self em-
ployed, and Bob Powell, em-
ployed by Curtis Electric; Ex-
ternal Vice-President, Barry
Bondurant, employed by Stan-
ley Jones: and David- Pirtle.
self employed; Secretary, Le-
roy Sawyer, employed by Ful-
ton Bank, and Mike Williams,
employed by Taylor Chevrolet.
For Treasurer, Jimmy Steele,
employed by Wade TV, and
Lonnie Duncan, employed by
City National Bank; official
dheetois, Harry Williams, ra-
dio sales representative, ..,Terr,y
Johnson, employed by Pepsi-
Cola, Gary Hollingsworth, em-
ployed by Hillview Hospital,
and Randy Jeffries, employed SOUTH FULTON coaches Terry Beadles and Kerry Curling
by Carborundum in Hickman. di .rect basketball clinic at South Fulton three nights weekly.
For State Director, Paul Mc- (Other photos on page Six)(Continued an page Four)
Commission agreed to engage
the services of the Nichols
Engineering Company of Union
City to prepare immediate
plans and specifications for
extension of sewer lines west-
ward to the Milam subdivision.
Haste in the preparation of
plans is apparently dictated by
the fact that federal funds ear-
marked for pollution control are
now available to the communi-
ty provided an application is
made by May 1. It is the un-
derstanding of the Commission
that existing Federal and State
funds are available at this
time for an 80 percent grant
to cover costs of such a system
to this area.
The Nichols firm vvas en-
gaged with the understanding
that if no application is ap-
proved. there will be no cost to
the city.
It was pointed out that thi
Milam subdivision area is nos
served by city water, and if at
80 percent grant can be secur
ed to build an interceptor sew
er to the area. the City is like-
ly to go ahead with it if resi-
dents of the area first agree to
iocarporation within South Ful-
ton city limits.
In the third major project
discussed at length, a major
summer recreation program
for young and old of the com-
munity—already a going thing
— is scheduled to be broaden-
ed out to include many activi-
ties for adults in the Twin-
Cities area. Items include such
as physical fitness programs
(Continued on Page Six)
Roll Up Your Sleeves, Theme Of Red Cross
By Anna Belle Edwards
The Red Cross Fund Drive
Campaign Slogan for 1970 is
very simple - Roll Up Your
Sleeves. But it expresses well
the relatioreihip between the
Red Cross and individual com-
munities across the nation. The
Red Cross is the agent of peo-
ple of good will everywhere.
In other words, the Red Cross
is an organization that rolls up
its sleeves In times of disaster,
war and other situations when
human beings are subjected to
suffering.
But without our help - yours
and mine - this fine organize
tion cannot continue to help
others. For the Red Cross has
no funds appropriated to it by
any government. It is solely de-
pendent on the gifts and dona-
tions of people in towns just
like Fulton. Without such gifts,
the Red Cross would cease to
function.
What, exactly, does the Red
Crow do? Last year in Fulton
alone the Red Cross assisted
eighteen families and made
sixty-five long distance phone
calls for service men and their
families.
Quite frequently we hear the
remark that the Red Cross is a
Coffee and Doughnut organiza-
tion. This is a false statement.
Over a period of years the Red
Cross has spent more money in
Fulton County than has been
donated.
George Brock, 1970 Fund
Drive chairman in Fulton, has
announced that the drive will
begin tomorrow (Friday),
March 13, with the following
soliciting funds from local
businessmen:
Joe Treas, Bud Davis, Mrs
Cavita Olive, Mrs. Anna Belle
Edwards, Louis Weeks, Ron
Laird, Ed Holt, Bill Scott, Hal
Warren, Guy Upton, Harry
Reams, George Brock, Mrs.
Nell Graham, 11, If, Bugg, Ray
Williams, Bill Fosse*, Lonnie
Roper, Charles Robert Bennett,
Gaylon Vanier', Kenneth Crews,
John Joe Campbell, Lawson
Roper, Mrs. Mary Nell Wright
and Hunter B. Whitesell.
The names of the workers in
the residential areas will be
announced a little later.
Chairman Brook said, "Red
Cross helps. And now the or-
ganization is calling on the
people of Fulton and the rural
areas to 'roll up their sleeves.'
The goal for Fukon is $1506, a
very reasonable goal and one
that can be readied. I would
like to urge each of you to
give as much as you can when
a Red Cross volunteer worker
calls on you this month."
If ID II-14) IP-II-A I S
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"were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without
newspapers, or newspapers without a government, I should not hestitate to prefer
the latter." —THOMAS JEFFERSON
Letter To Editor Bruigs Apology To
Frogs, Comments On Citizen's Council
March 9, 1970
Jo's Notebook
The Fulton County News
Fulton, Ky.
Inasmuch as there was no
other meeting held in this com-
munity on .this particular date, it
is assumed that the meeting you
have reference to is the one held
at the Holiday Inn. If you had at-
tended you would have heard an
interesting speech, and probably
learned something. These people
are dedicated to the rstoration of
cOnstittuional and representative
government. They have no inten-
tion of doing anything to add to
the already existing problems of
this community. But it seeMs that
you have other ideas.
When you give US the story
as promised, if you will state the
truth anti facts, and refrain from
distortion and dirty insidious in-
nuendo, you shall be rendering a
worthwhile service to this com-
munity. Inasmuch as you have
been identified with the left wing
liberals you are not expected to
say anything good about this
movement.
You didn't improve your
image when you tried to embarrass
and humiliate Sheriff Hill by
quoting what he was supposed to
--have said in response to a phone
call. Sheriff Hill is a duly elected
public official and is due respect,
j even from your paper. You are
ready to persecute anyone who
doesn't hop when you holler frog.
No go ahead and shoot off
your mouth to your dear public
about the anonymous letter you
received from some low character
who didn't have the guts, nor
_courage to sign their name. I have
no intention of affording-you the-
opportunity to smear my name all
over the front page of your lousy
paper. If I had the media with
which to defend myself before the
public I would be happy to sign
my name.
As it is you-may refer to me
as, "One Who Was There."
Editor's Note: Thanks for
. reading our "lousy" newspaper.
_We_keep JJing our advertisers
that nearly everybody readilhe ,
News, agree with us of not.
Too bad you chose not to sign
your name. It would have had far
more effect if other readers could
know the identity of the writer.
What is more you have THIS
NEWSPAPER In. defend yourself
if, of course, your actions need de-
fending.
We were not invited to attend
the meeting, you spoke of. There
were three other meetings in
town, we needed to attend, but
couldn't, to which we were asked
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
Second•class postage paid at Fulton, Ky.
42041
Succossor of various weekly papers In Fulton
Hut first of which was founded In 1880.
Published Every Thursday of The Year at 209
Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041
Voted one of Kentucky's "Bost All Around"
Weekly Papers.
Address all mail (subscriptions, change of
address. Forms 3874) to Post Office Box 307
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
Subscription Rates: $3.00 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weak* Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere
throughout this United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 2% Sabo
Tax.
by the way.
As for causing any embarrass-
ment to Sheriff Hill we disagree.-
We quoted him verbatim.
As for any respect due Sheriff
Hill because he is an elected of-
ficial please know that we do in-
deed respect the ELECTED OF-
FICE, but not always the individ-
ual-who raids ft, just as we re-
spect the clergy, but not necessar-
ily the clergyman.
Your self-appraisial of a "low
character who didn't have the
guts, not the courage to sign their
name," are your words, not ours.
We agree with you.
We know who you are how-
ever, and we don't think you're
that kind of a guy -at all. You're
just a nice gentleman who is being
taken in by a group' of radicals
who may be hiding under the flag-
waving dedication of restoration
of constitutional and representa-
tive government, while not want-
ing these same American privi-
leges for all the people, all the
time.
Cool it man! Give us the story
about your new Citizen's Council
to fight Communism in Fulton.
Your information will not be dis-
torted Or fraught with insidious
innuendoes if you give us some
real FACTS about Communism in
Fulton.
It is beyond our comprehen-
sion why such a worthy mission
did not deserve wide coverage by
the press, regardless of how lousy
some of its representatives may
be. Such an endeavor needs the
support of left wings and right
wings to fly over the ground in the
right direction. Right? Right!
No need to write us another_
letter, buddy. ' You've gotten all
the coverage you're going to get
unless you sign your name so we
can discuss the matter as intelli-
gent human beings rather than as
anonymous cowards.
Meanwhile our apologies to
the frog. Honestly, we've never
used his name in vain.
But we have seen people hop
higher 'n a kite and get madder 'n
old wet rooster when we holler
TRUTH.
Ouch, Againl
Heed this warning from Kip-
linger: Sharply higher taxes are
coming. Your aggregate tax bite
— federal, state, county and city
— will soon be far greater than
ever -before in histia y ,-- including-
times of major wars.
This may be hard to swallow,
but you'd better get ready. It's not
enough to leave your tax prob-
lems to the tax technicians. You
as a businessman or investor must
have more personal knowledge
of taxes than ever before. It's the
only way you can guard against
paying more than your share of
what will be an unbelievably
heavy tax load.
Facts and Opinion
Representative M. Gene Sny-
der from Kentucky says: "There
are many areas where the govern-
ment is in competition with pri-
vate business. Business pays taxes
and operates on a profit. The goy-
eminent does neither and thus
costs are high—subsidized—and
small business people often are
forced out of business with their
own tax money."
Ecr's CUR NLE
TREES
I think that I shall never see
A poem as lovely as a tree.
A tree whose hungry mouth Is prest
Against the earth's sweet flowing breas;
, A tree that looks at God all day,
And lifts her leafy arms to pray;
A tree that may in summer wear
A nest of robins in her hair;
,Upon whose bosom snow has lain;
Who intimately lives with rain.
Poems are made by fools like me,
But only God can make a tree.
— Joyce Kilmer
Lt.-Gov. Wendell Ford_
ANSWERS
THE
PEOPLE
Your questions relating to the Commonwealth of Kentucky 
will be
answered. Write Governor Ford at Frankfort, 
Ky.
B. A. King, Edgewood Road,
Covington, asked about deeding
the Ohio River to the Buckeye
State. Letters from A. W., of
Greenup; Mrs. A. L. S., of Lou-
isville; and R. K., of Mays-
ville, posed the same question.
Dear Mr. King: Governor
FULTON'S
l_bluzsiry Comma-
BY LUCY DANIEL
Several new books have come
into our library from the Dept.
of Libraries during the past
week. Let's take a short look
at some of them so that you
may know what to ask for
when you come to the library.
POSSE FROM POISON
CREEK by Lewis B. Patten.
An exciting novel of conflict at
close quarters by a popular
Western author. (Adult fiction)
HOMEMADE BREAD, by
Food Editors of Farm Journal.
Complete and up-to-date, clear-
ly presented methods of mak-
ing yeast breads accompanied
by excellent recipes. (Adult
non-fiction)
HEARTSEASE, by Peter
Dickinson. A gallant little tub-
boat, Heartsease„ plays an im-
portant role in this remarkable
tale of good and evil in con-
1
 
simplified explanation of clocks
 
and the merhanieal principles
behind their workings. (Junior
non-fiction)
flict. (Grades 7-up)
LORD OF THE STARS, by
Jean and Jeff Sutton. Gultur,
Lord of the Stars, finds his
greatest victory threatened by
an alien youth in this thrilling
science-fiction tale. (Grades
7-up)
THE PRACTICAL PRIN-
CESS, by .ftly- Williams. An
unusual gift for a princess to
possess is common sense;
however, Bedelia found it quite
useful everrin finding a young
prince. (Grades k-1)
WHAT MAKES A BIRD A
BIRD? by May Gorelick. The
bird family shares several
characteristics with other fem.
Hies but which characteristic
is uniquely his own? (Pre-
school)
WHAT MAKES A CLOCK
TICK? by Chestier Johnson. A
AMERICAN NEGit0 SLAV-
ERY, edited by Allen Wein-
stein. Much of the historical
background of the present rac-
ial crisis is explored in the
twenty-two essays in this col-
lection. (Adult non-fiction)
. FAMOUS KENTUCKY
DUELS, by J. Winston Cole-
man. Describing 32 duels, Cole-
man shows himself an un-
daunted researcher turning up
facts concerning hush-hush
conflicts. (Adult non-fiction)
AFL DREAM BACKFIELD,
by Howard Liss. Liss, popular
author of sports stories, has
selected what he considers the
ideal backfield, building a pow-
erful oase for his selection of
the pro stars. (Grades 5-8)
DANNY DUNN AND THE
SMALLIFYING MACHINE, by
Jay Williams. Danny is a vic-
tim of Professor Bullfinch's
&nullifying Machine, becoming
only a quarter of an inch tall.
His resulting adventures pro-
vide an unusual and exciting
tale. (Junior fiction)
Rhodes, of Ohio, is making
passes at Kentucky on this, and
two representatives introduced
a Resolution inviting him to
address the peneral Assembly.
I will never agree to deed any
of the Ohio River to the Gover-
nor of Ohio, even if it freezes
over in July.
Sincerely,
Wendell Ford
Lieutenant Governor
MY VILLAGE, MY WORLD
by David Sanford. Nacos faces
a difficult decision es to his
future, whether to-isontinue his
education or to work and aid
his family. (Junior fiction)
A BOOK' OF GHOSTS AND
GOBLINS by Ruth Manning-
Sanders. Ghosts and goblins
roam the world for a variety
of reasons. And, as their rea-
sons ifieer, so do their person-
alities. Ruth Manning-Sanders
proves this with 21 hair-raising
and rib-tickling tales from dif-
ferent lands. (Grades 3-5)
MOTORS AND ENGINES
AND HOW • THEY WORK by
Harvey Weiss. This book con-
sista of exactly what the title
implies acid is for the younger
readers from grade 4 on up.
WORLDS OF WONDER by
Harry Harrison. This book con-
sists of 16 tales' of science fic-
tion which were written by
some of the most expert spell-
binders in the science fiction
field: Arthur C. Clark, Robert
Silverberg, Paul Anderson,
Fritz Lather, Murray Leinster
(Continued on Page Four)
FROM THE FILES:—
Turning Back The Clock
TWENTY YEARS AGO
MARCH 10, 1950
The large sale barn on U. S. 45-E, two miles
south of Fulton, formerly occupied by the Tenn-
Ky Auction Company, has been purchased this
week by J. H. Patterson local poultryman and
operator of the Fulton Hatchery. Mr. Patterson
is converting the structure into a hen house and
plans to maintain a flock of some 2,000 hens there
as soon as the remodeling work can be complet-
ed.
The West Fulton PTA is having a dad's night
pot-luck supper Tuesday night, March 14. All
parents are urged to attend and bring a casserole
of spaghetti, slaw or pie.
Robert W. (Bobby) Snow, manager of the
Fulton Ice Company in Fulton, has relned his
position with the firm and plans to enter usiness
fiirigniserf,-the News learned thit/Week. His re-
signation was effective last Saturday; he left Ful-
ton last Wednesday for Arkansas, where he is
looking over a prospective location for an ice
plant.
Eleven registered Jerseys in the herd owned
by C. W. Burnette and sons of Fulton, were re-
cently classified under a program of the Ameri-
can Jersey Cattle Club. Of the eleven animals,
the cow, Sybil Design Ida Sultana ranked as ex-
cellent. Four ranked as very_good, four good plus,
one good and one fair.
Working crews of the engineering firm of
Russell, Axon and Assistants will begin shortly
to make a thorough survey of Fulton, South Ful-
ton and outlying residential districts to deter-
mine the possibility and feasibility of a municipal
gas works system for the city.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. K. Homra was the
scene of a lovely tea Tuesday afternoon, March
7, when Misses Mary, Katherine and Amaline
Homra complimented their sister-in-law, Mrs.
David Homra, a recent bride. The more than one
hundred guests were seated by Mrs. Ray Hunter
and then introduced to the receiving line, com-
posed of Mrs. David Homra, Miss Mary Homra,
Miss Amaline Homra, Mrs. Bennie Hamra of
Carruthersville, Mo., Mrs. K. Homra and Miss
Katherine Homra of Louisville. Mrs. Joe Treas
presided at the register. Mrs. Jess Nichols pre-
sided at the tea table and was assisted by Mes-
dames Fred Homra, Johnny Sharpe, Charles
Browder, Stanley Parham and Clyde Williams,
Jr.
Of wide interest in Fulton is the announce-
ment by Mr. and Mrs. K. Homra of the engage-
ment and approaching marriage of their daugh-
ter, Adelle Dorothy, to Orest Eugene Intindola of
Nutley, New Jersey. The engagement was an-
nounced at a party given at the Homra home yes-
terday afternoon. The wedding will take place
this month in Fulton.
Austin Springs: Eddie Lassiter. of near
Lynnville, was honored with a birthday dinner
the past Sunday. It was his 51st birthday. A
bountiful Meal was served at the noon hour and
the afternoon was spent socially, with childhood
memories dragged up.
Palestine: Mrs. 0. D. Cook, formerly Alceon
Bazzell, was complimented with a household
shower given by Misses Alta Lee and Lola B.
Holmes last Saturday afternoon at the communi-
ty center. Contest were enjoyed by the guests and
Mrs. Coleman Evans and Mrs. Malcolm Inman
were prize winners. The honoree received many
nice kifts:Pinieh and edokies were Aerved twenty
guests.
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
MARCH 13, 1925
C. E. Holloway and P. C. Warren have open-
ed an automobile agency on Walnut Street, for-
merly occupied by the Two-State Auto Co.
Bandmaster Sebra Evans will present a well-
selected program at the Grand 'Theatre this
mocith, with proceeds going to buy new uni-
forms.
• • The basketball team of Cayce High School
defeated another composed of Citizens of Cayce
last Friday, 15-5.
Neal Ross, of Dukedom, is "right sick with
something like flu" the Dukedom correspondent
writes.
Miss Mayme Chtunbler and G. Dickey were
married by the Rev. J. V. Freeman. Mr. Dickey is
from-Milan.
NOTICE: For the next 60 days we will give
one 50c can of tire patch free with each inner
tube . .. City Garage.
PRICES MURDERED: $20,000 shoe sale; we
are retiring from business. Morris and Fry, the
all-weather shoe men. High-heel shoes for ladies,
10c pair; men's and boy's plow shoes, $1.98; new
oxfords, $2.99 to $4.99.
letter from Mrs. B. K., of
Hawesville, asks, "Can't some-
thing be done to protect us
from 'fly-by-night' companies
that come through the farm
areas gypping people with no.
good paint jobs on barns roofs?
After the first real rain, half
the paint washed off, but the
painters and the money were
out of sight."
Dear Mrs. K.: A proposed
law (SB 169) would require
commercial paint sprayers to
get a state license. This would
give some control by identify-
ing them and would let the
customer know who he's deal-
ing with. The license could be
revoked and legal penalties im-
posed if the customer gets
gyPPect
The bill passed the Senate
and I hope we can pass it in
the House. I don't think honest
painters will object to this law,
and others need it.
Sincerecly.
Wendell Ford
Lieutenant Governor
Many people ,including Mrs.
H. C. W., London, rural route,
write about the shortage of
housing: "We hear about the
need for housing in big cities,
but it's even worse in the
country and small towns. Hard-
ly a house was built in this sec-
tion last year. People can't
find houses to buy and couldn't
afford them at the price any-
way. Please help."
Dear Mrs. W.: The shortage
of lending money and national
inflation make the. housing
problem worse, but it has to be
whipped and the state should
help.
A bill before the Legislature
would establish the "Kentucky
Housing Development Fund.:
I'm for it. This Fund could
make insured mortgage loans
to sponsors of residential hous-
ing anywhere in Kentucky
when mortage loans are not
otherwise available. It also
could lend money to low-income
families for downpayments
and closing costs.
The Democratic-sponsored
budget pawed by the Legisla-
ture appropriates $350,000 to
get -this help started, and the
new agency could issue up to
$200,000,000 in bonds to finance
low-cost housing.
I emphasize loans would
have to -be safely secured.
This bill, introduced by Mrs.
Mae Street Kidd, of Louisville,
passed in the House. I'm trying
to help it pass in the Senate.
With housing construction at a
standstill, it's time for a new
approach.
Sincerely,
Wendell Fad
Lieutenant Governor
Letters To Editor
Fulton, Ky.
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
Thank you, very much. I
really do enjoy The News, es-
pecially your contribution mid
the lovely poems so often found
in the paper. Then, too, I often
send it to my family, who live
in New Yoe* and who enter-
tained our Banana Festival
queen and her mother when
she was a guest of the Tennes-
see Society in New York. My
,grand son-in-law is president of
the Society.
Looking forward to another
year of the Fullest C,ounty
News.
Sincerely,
Stella Hornbook Yates
(Mort/ Letters On Page Sik)
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Letter From Washington
By
Mrs. John Sherman Cooper
Poor little February is the
sickest month. Everyone I talk
to has been felled by sorpe foul
germ and the dark, dripping,
drizzley weather does little to
raise one's spirits in convales-
cence.
I have had bronchitis, tem-
perature 103, mind you, but
became so tired of creeping
around the house that although
racked by coughs, I struggled
up the staircase at Mrs. Long-
worth's house for her birthday
party where I found a collec-
tion of people feeling much the
way I did. Nevertheless, it is
always gay at Mrs. Long-
worth's, She has a glorious
quality of making everyone feel
that they are just the person
she has been looking forward
to seeing.
Her lovely looks and wel-
coming manner and glorious
irreverence have made tier un-
like anyone else I have ever
known. I hope you will find
time to read "T. R. and Will"
by William Manners. It is a
lively account of the famous
Roosevelt-Taft friendship and
feud besides the political his-
tory from the turn of the cen-
tury to 1912. There is a lot
about Mrs. Longworth's life in
this book and I had not known
before reading it how very
much she Is like her father.
Also excellent reading is
"Darwin and the Beagle" by
Alan Morehead, about Dar-
win's famous journey and also
a novel "The 'French Lieuten-
ant's Woman" by John Fowles.
Both books are Victorian in
period and compliment each
other and, oh, such g Kid writ-
ing.
Washington, a government
town, is no fashion center. But
that doesn't mean that the peo-
ple here do not take as keen an
interest on the future length of
skirts as pace-setting New
York. I have become a minor
skirt length authority because
when I was in Paris in Oc-
tober, I bought a winter coat,
skirt and dress at midi length.
Now that the longuettes are
the "thing" of fashion, I am
hailed as a Cassandra. How-
ever, don't panic, ladies.
No need to let every hem
down as this spring there will
be a great variety in lengths.
The only daytime fashion casu-
alty will be, I hope, the clumsy
REST TO WOMEN
maxi. I have watched the poor
kids struggling up and down
Georgetown, sweeping the dus-
ty streets with their new pur-
chases, falling out of cars and
even getting immeshed in es-
calators with the danger of
coming out like toothpaste.
Maxis are great at night but
not during working hours.
Good news from Kentucky:
We received a letter from Wil-
liam Hull, the Executive Direc-
tor of the Kentucky Fine Arts
Commission, saying the Com-
mission had concluded ar-
rangements for a loan from
the National Gallery in Wash-
iugton for three showings
throughout the Commonwealth
of two centuries of American
portraits including works of
Gilbert Stuart, Benjamin West,
John Trimble, Thomas Sully
and many others including
John Singer Sargent._
The work of several Ken-
tucky portrait painters will be
added by the Speed Museum
of Louisville. This is the first
loan that the National Gallery
has given to a State Art Corn'.
mission and we are so happy
that it should come to Ken-
tucky.
Mrs. Resler Gets
Beeline Promotion
Mrs. Shirley (Satterfield)
Resler, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Satterfield of near
Water Valley has been promot-
ed to Senior Branch Manager
with the Beeline Fashions, Inc.
of Chicago.
Mrs. Healer's position is to
recruit, interview and train
new personnel in the modeling
field. These models are trained
to model the Beeline Fashions
in their Style Revues.
Shirley has been with the
company since 1965.
DIISCUSSING A POINT — Dr. Joseph Flet
cher, professor of social ethics in The Episco-
pal Theological School in Cambridge, M
ass., discussed a point with students at Murray
State University during his visit lath, cam
pus to appear as a lecturer on the final day of
the "insight 1910" symposium March 
2.4. Students (from left) are: Carlton Parker,
Murray senior, who was chairman of th
e production committee for the program; Sandy
Law, • Chattanooga, Tann., junior, a member o
f the Insight executive committee; and
Dana Puckett, a Fulton sophomore. 
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
Dear Ann Larders: Shortly
after our 25th wedding a
nni-
versary my husband informed
me there would be some chan
g-
es made. He announced that
starting now he is going to do
all the things he was wante
d
to do—with or without me.
Moreover, he made it clear
that a quarter of a century o
f
complete fidelity is more than
most women get and a heck of
a tot better than I deserve. A
c-
cording to him, I am shallow,
indifferent, UilreSponsive, and
totally without initiative or
imagination.
He plans to travel, eat out,
go to the theater arbd 
spend
time with friersis He said,
"You can devote the reel of
your life to housework, fussing
about the kids, polishing silver
end sleeping since that seems
to be what you enjoy most."
My husband is attrac
tive,
charming and financially well
off. He won't have any 
trouble
finding company. Many of the
points he has made are valid.
I am in a state of shock. Any
advice?—Ads
Dear Ada: Snap out of it and
read the second sentence of
your letter. Apparently he has
given you a few options. My
advice is to makesure he does
all these things WITH you. Or
you can bet your boots he'll do
them with somebody else.
Dear Ann Landers: I had
lunch today in a little Gypsy
tearoom. A fortune teller who
works there offered to tell my
fortune for $S,
I do not believe in fortune
tellers, but I thought it would
be interesting, so I agreed. The
woman had never seen me be-
fore yet she spoke of many
things that floored me. She also
mentioned a physical problem I
have bad since birth. When she
said, "The operation your doc-
tor wants to pet fain is not nec-
essary," I was amazed. When
I asked her how She knew of
the operation she said she has
supernatural powers which en-
able her to receive vibrations
which she translates into facts.
I am now considering cancel-
ing the operation but I don't
want to do anything foolish.
Advise me, please. — Shook
Cookie
Dear Cookie: Does it make
sense to you that a person with
"supernatural powers" would
be soliciting customers in a
tearoom?
If you tat a fortune teller talk
you out of surgery suggeeted by
your doctor you need another
doctor—for your head.
Dear Ann Landens: I don't
know how to say this but I'll
do my best. My husband and I
have been married for 12 years
and our marriage is better
than most. Our sex life has
always been very good, at least
Dudley Morris
Hosts Friends
From Murray
Guests of Dudley Morris Sun-
day, March 8, at the morning
service of the First Christian
Church were several members
and pledges of Sigma Nu
Fraternity at Murray State
University. They were:
Frank Wright, Mike Fox,
Ron Neal, Owen Henry, Avery
Hancock, Walter Shrewsbury,
John Dumford, Joe Spiceland,
Rudy Witsman, Ken Sheridan
Roger Hutchinson and Steve
Compton.
Following the church ser-
vice, the group was entertained
by Mr. Morris at his residence
on West State'Line.
Mr. Morris is a Sigma Nu
from the Vanderbilt Chapter,
Nashville, Tennessee,
Art Classes
For Children
During April
Mrs. Hendon Wright, presi-
dent of the South Fulton-Fulton
Art Guild, has announced that
plans have been completed for
a series of art classes for
children to be held during the
month of April.
The classes will be taught by
Miss Jacqueline Warner and
Miss Julie Studer, art students
of Richard Jackson of Murray
State University, and will be
under the direction of Mrs.
Ward Bushart and Mrs. Phillip
Andrews.
Classes will be held at the
Woman's Club every Saturday
morning from nine to eleven.
Children between the ages of
eight and ten will be eligible
to attend. Materials will- be
furnished by the Art Guild,
Berea Artist
Holds Third
Workshop
On Saturday. March 7, and
Sunday, March 8, Niel Di-
Teresa, of Berea College, con-
ducted workshops for members
of the South Fulton-Fulton Art
Guild. The meetings were held
at the Woman's Club.
On Saturday, preceding the
workshop, Mr. DiTeresa pre-
sented a study of the uses of
color, illustrating his discussion
with slides of familiar famous
paintings and also of his own
paintings in the mediums of
acrylics and water color. He
also had on display a collection
of his batiks and discussed the
involved process of making
them, a work in which he is
exceptionally distinguished.
On Sunday afternoon 'Mr.
DiTeresa held a critique of
paintings submitted by mem-
bers of the class, with the class
participating in the criticisms
acid discussions.
I thought so. Lately he is inter-
ested in things I consider far
out. Please tell me what is
right and what is wrong? We
live in a small town and I can't
talk to anyone else about this.
—D. C. Dilemma
Dear D. C.: There is no
right or wrong in married love.
So long as there is mutual
agreement and no pain inflict-
ed, whatever two people agree
on is "right." Note, I said
TWO people.
How will you know when
the real thing comes along?
Ask Ann Landers. Send for her
booklet "Love Or Sex Arid How
lb Tell The Difference," by
AM) Landers. Enclose a long,
stamped, self-addressed enve-
lope with your request.
Ann Landers will be glad to
help you with your problems.
Send .them to her in cane of this
newspaper, enclosing a self-
addressed, stamped envelope.
Anna Grace Dale, Frank Wails
Engaged To Marry May 23rd
Mr. and Mrs. Louis N. Dale, Sr., of Louisville,
Ky., announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Anna Grace, to Mr.
Frank Cooper Watts of London, Ky., son of Mr
.
and-Mrs. John B. Watts of Hickman, Ky.
Miss Dale is a graduate of Louisville Seneca
High School. At present she is a secretary for
Commonwealth Life Insurance Company in Lou-
isville.
Mr. Watts is a graduate of Fulton County
High School and Murray State University, where
he received a Bachelor of Science in Agriculture
degree and a Master of Science degree. He is
presently a Soil Scientist with the Soil Conserva-
tion Service, United States Department of Agri-
culture, in London, Ky.
The wedding will be May 23, 1970, in Zion
United Church of Christ (Evangelical and Re-
formed) at Burett and Minomo Streets in Louis-
ville, Ky.
Charm Schools
To Focus On
Living Models
Learn to be a sew-wise con-
sumer and a living model by
attending one of the Area
- Charm Schools Which will be
presented March 13, in Padu-
cah at the Paducah Commun-
ity College Gymnasium, or
Saturday, March 14, in May-
field at the First Baptist
Church Fellowship Hall from
9:30 - 12:30. The public is in-
vited.
The Charm School is planned
and presented as 'a cooperative
effort of the Purchase Area
Clothing Leaders of the Co-
operative Extension Homemak-
ers Clubs and the University
of Kentucky Cooperative Ex-
tension Horne Economists, co-
ordinated by Catherine C.
Thompson, Home Economist
Specializing in Clothing and
Textiles and Dean Roper, Home
Economist Specializing sri
Youth.
A registration fee of $1.00
for adults and $.50 for etudents
will be charged.
The Jayeettes will sponsor a
bridge-canasta party, March
19, at the Park Terrace. All
reservations must be made by
March 16, to Mrs. Hall Warren
at 472-2731 or Mrs. Frank Mc-
Cann at 472-1446. Time is 7:30
p. an. mate players are asked
to bring (partner.
The Fulton County Homemak-
ers will meet in the home of
Mrs. Harry Allison on West
State Line, March 12. at. 10:30
a. m. The lesson will relate to
Foods and the National Physi-
cal Fitness Program. Leaders
will be Mrs. W. J. Walker and
Mrs. H. G. Butler.
Haven't we had a snowy win- brocade, hig
h-necked dress.
ter? Washington weather is Marlow 
was fortunate in hav-
very similar to Kentucky's but ing the very 
attractive Patricia
I know, from our January visit Mosbacher 
as his dinner Part-
and your weather reports, you ner. She, 
as the wife of the
have had an unusually white Chief of P
rotocol, had been
few mont1f9. nem= Lu
cy with rho guenta.
The only compensation for it 
Senator Allen Ellender of
,is that the children have bad
 Louisiana delighted me during
great fun sledding. We live in a' 
dinner with tales of his many
very hilly section of Virginia,
so the slopes are right out the
back door. Webb (7) and Wee-
tie (10) have spent every free
minute sliding, either on sleds
or off! At last count, the tobog-
gan was missing and the sled
had come apart. Hopefully,
spring cannot be far awayl!'
A few weeks ago we receiv-
ed an engraved invitation from
the President and Mrs. Nixon
to attend a state dinner in hon-
or of Prime Minister and Mrs..
Harold Wilson tit-Great Britain.
Enclosed in the envelope was
an additional small card says
ing "white tie". This was a
lirst in our lives, necessitating
shopping trip for Marlow.
On the night of the dinner,
while we dressed. Weezie was
chatting with us about the
events of her day. I was help-
ing Marlow decipher the new
travels. He is an avid collector
of fine china and has many
complete sets. His wife, before
her death many years ago, ap-
parently inspired this interest.
The Senator's greatest pride
in life is his only child, a son,
and his thirteen grandchildren.
He 'feels he is very "wealthy"
indeed!
We both enjoyed the com-
pany of Sir Denis Greenhill
who sat on my left. As British
Undersecretary of State, he
was a member of the official
British party visiting in Amer-
ica. Sir Denis had previously
lived in Washingt m some eight
years ago and was ai!ounded
at the growth of the eapi
After dinner the Pi esident
had a very gracious friendly
welcome for his British visi-
tors, ending with a toast. His
greeting was answered by Mr.
Wilson who was very enthus-
shirt, starched collar, studs, iastic about the friend hip of
collar buttons, tie and vest. Af-.4iur countries. The 'atmosphere
ter some minutes of struggling, was extremely congenial!
we had the very stiff-winged After coffee, we returned to
collar in place. Weezie, a wide- the East Room and were seat.
eyed ten year old, looked up at ed for the cower( given by Ro-
ller daddy and said, "Can you (Continued -n page Four)
talk, Daddy?"- He managed to
talk and looked very handsome
in the mail!
The guests gathered in the
East Room of the White House
before the President and his
honored guests appeared. We
spoke with the Secretary of
State and Mrs. William Rogers
and Secretary of the Treasury
,and Mrs. David Kennedy. I
met. for the first time, Chief
Justice Warren Burger who is
a delightfully friendly gentle-
man. Our ambassador to Great
Britain and Mrs. Walter H.
Annenberg were a most strik-
ing couple.
All was quiet as the trum-
pets announced the arrival of
the President and Mrs. Nixon.
Prime Minister Wilson and
Mrs. Wilson. Mrs. Nixon was
outs'anding in a long-sleeved,
flowing gold gown. Next to her
in the receiving line, stood pe-
tite, brunet Mrs. Wilson in a
handsome turquoise dress. She
showed no signs of the long
day's travels which had started
at 5 a. m. our time.
As the large group slowly
moved to the- State Dining
ROGITI, Lucy Winchester, the
Kentuckian who is Social ,Sqe-
retary to Mrs. Mrs. Nixon, was
Flea Market
At Bardstown
April 11,12
The Nelson County Cenrtal
High School. located 2 miles
east of Bardstown. Kentucky
on Highway 62. will he the lo-
cation for the Third Annual
Antique Flea Market on April
11th end 12th.
This is to be the largest and
best event to be held prior to
the two smaller Flea Markets
held.
Special interest will be shown
-to collectors of home-made
pottery, home-made jewelry,
china, glassware. primitive
antiques, home-made quilts,
Beam bottles, Indian relics,
wild-life prints and old books.
Arrangements to attend this
annual event can be made by
contacting Don Corner. 309 S.
6th St., Bardstown, Phone
502-348-8503.
Visitors will find in Bards-
town a relaxed village atmo-
. busily .iMrodueing guests.. to -sphere, limsees
tanrants, and
one another and helping them will-enjoy just browsing arou
nd
311 1 Gill SC outs find their dinner partners. the many interesti
ng shops in
Happy Birtheay Girl Scouts Lucy looked charming
 in a red the area. •
PORTRAIT UNVEILED: Miss Ruby Simpson, ret
ired chairman of the Horne Economics
Department at Murray State University, is shown 
before her portrait which was unveiled
Feb. 25 and which will hang in the home economic
s department lounge at the University.
Admiring the portrait, which was painted by Mrs.
 Christine Pow/a, Arlington, Va., is Dr.
M. 0. Wrathor, executive vice-president of the University. —
 (Photo by Wilson Woolley)
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DEATHS
Mrs. Cammie Hicks Mrs. Mary Rudicil
riMUral— set V IlMb for- Mrs. Funeral services - for Mrs.
Cammie Hicks were held Tues- Mary Rudicil were held Sun-
day morning, March 10, id'day afternoon. March 8, in the
Hornbeak Funeral Home chap- Chaney Funeral Home chapel
el. with Rev. James Best of-
ficiating. Burial was in Rock
Springs Cemetery.
Mrs. Hicks, 86, died on Thurs-
day. March 5, in the Loma
Linda Hospital at Riverside,
California. She was a former
esident of Crutchfield, but had
Jived in Riverside for about
thirty five years.
Born in Crutchfield, she was
the daughter of the late John
and Sammie Bushart Finch.
She was the widow of James
I.ynn Hicks, who died in 1943.
she was a member of the Bap-
tist Church.
Surviving are two sons, Rob-
ert L. Hicks of Riverside,
Calif., and John D. Hicks of
Norwalk, Calif., five grand-
children and four great grand-
children.
Miss Cavender
Miss Mable C. Cavender died
suddenly at her home in Duke-
dom Friday morning, March
e.
Funeral services were held
Sunday afternoon, March 8,
in Jackson Funeral Home
chapel at Dukedom, with Rev.
1),:nny Underwood officiating.
Burial was in Old Bethel Ceme-
tery.
Miss Cavender, 72, member
of a prominent Dukedom
family, was the daughter of the
late Jim Si and 11:.'tie Can-
tin Cavender and wa, born in
' ayes County.
Surviving are one sister,
Mrs. Rosalea Winsret of Ful-
toe: one niece, Mrs. Dorothy
Dale Lastinger of Fulton, and
one nephew, Charlie Burton
Winsett of Fulton.
Mrs. Maude Elliott
Mrs. Maude ;McAlister Elli-
ott died Friday morning,
March 6, at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Arnold Mullins
of Fulton, following a long
Funeral services were held
Sunday afternoon, March 8, in
Hornbeak Funeral Home chap-
el, with Rev. James Lawson
and Rev. W. W. Kitterman of-
ficiating. Burial was in Enon
Cemetery.
Mrs. Elliott, 90, was the dau-
ghter of the late Samuel and
Ida Hampton McAlister. She
was married to Lonnie Elliott,
who preceded her in death in
1908. She was a member of the
Mt. Zion Cumberland Presby-
terian Church.
In addition to her daughter,
Mrs. Mullins, she is survived
by two other daughters, Mrs.
Jewell Morris of Water Valley
and Mrs. James Wright of
Chicago; one son, M. C. Elli-
ott of Fulton; three sisters.
Mrs. Lois Linton of Fulton,
Mrs. Leon Brown and Mrs.
Frank Thompson of Water Val-
ley; one brother, One '111cAtit-
-tee of -Poplar Bluff, Mo.; one
half-sister, Mrs. Auzie Phelpit
of Water Valley; one half-bro-
ther. Hughie McAlister of De-
troit; one Stepsister, Mrs.
Vernon McAlister of Fulton;
twelve grandchildren. 26 great
grandchildren and six great-
great grandchildren.
Mrs. McAlister
Funeral services for Mrs.
Lela McAlister were held on
Friday. March 6, in Hornbeak
Funeral Home chapel, with
Rev. Fred Kendall and Rev.
W. W. Kitterman officiating.
Burial was in Obion County
Memorial Gardens,
Mrs. McAlister, 76, a life-
long resident of this commun-
ity, died in the Obion County
Hospital at Union City Thurs-
day, March 5. following a
lengthy illness.
She was born in Graves
County, the daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Fos-
ter. She was a member of the
Methodist Church, and resided
on Frankie Lane in South Ful-
ton.
Surviving are one daughter,
Mrs. Dorothy Patrick of South
Fulton; one son, Kenneth Mc-
Alister of Union City; one
granck;on, Kent McAlister, also
of Union City; one deter, Mrs.
Lila Hastings of South Fill.
too; two nieces, Mrs. Sam Mc-
Meter of Mayfield, and Mrs.
Alex Tryhoda of Rockford, Illi-
nois.
in Hickman.
Mrs. Rudicil, a former Hick-
man resident, died Friday af-
ternoon, March 6, in the Car-
roll County General Hospital at
Huntingdon, Tenn.
Surviving are two sons, Elon
Rudicil of McKenzie, a former
Fulton resident and an em-
ployee of Henry I. Siegel Com-
pany, and Raymond Rudieil of
Hickman; two granddaughters,
nese Marie Rudicil of- Hick-
man and Mrs. Jack Burchfield
of Clarksville. Tenn., and one
evin tcil of
McKenzie.
Mrs. Hilda Murphy
Mrs. Hilda Murphy died Sun-
day, March 8, in the Fuller-
Gilliam Hospital at Mayfield.
Funeral services were held'
Tuesday afternoon, March 10,
in Hopkins and Brown Funeral
Home chapel at Clinton, with
Rev. John Deal officiating.
Burial was in the Clinton Ceme-
tery.
Mrs. Murphy, 66, was the
wife of Lindsey Murphy of
In addition to her husband,
she is survived by one daugh-
ter, Mrs. Frances Bostick of
Louisville; one son, James
Murphy of Birmingham, Ala.;
one sister', Mrs. William Hicks
:if Clinton, and three grand-
children.
Miss McPheeters
Miss Charlotte (Lotta) Mc-
pheeters died early Monday
morning. March 9, in'the Clin-
ton-Hickman County Hospital.
Funeral services were held
Wednesday afternoon, March
11, in Hopkins and Brown Fun-
eral Home chapel at Clinton,
with Rev. Bobby Roberts of-
ficiating. Burial was in the
Clinton Cemetery,
Miss McPheeters observed
her 100th birthday on Decem-
ber 18, 1969.
Surviving are two nieces,
Mrs. Lynn Gatewood of Clear-
water, Fla., and Mrs. Christine
Bent of East Aurora, N. Y., and
two nephews, L. B. McPheetess
of Poplar Bluff, Mo., and Ray
Wilson of La Center.
NANCY COOK—
(Continued from page Three)
berta Peters, Metropolitan
Opera star. She is an attrac-
tive, small lady with a mar-
velous voice which was blend-
ed beautifully with a flute ac-
companiment in several selec-
tions. It was a delightful pro-
gram.
A lovely auburn-haired lady
and her husband sat next to
Marlow at the concert. We
both immediately recognized
her as Greer Garson. What a
charming person! She remi-
nisced glowingly about her
visits to Kentucky and her
stay in the Execetive Mansion
at Frankfort. Marlow had to
admit to his great love for her
in the forties! Even Prime
Minister Wilson reflected on
"Mrs. Miniver" in his talk af-
ter dinner. Miss Garson was
stunning in a long, black satin
dress. Her only jewelry eon-
sisted of drop earrings of emer-
alds surrounded with dia-
monds. It's fun to know that
such a beautiful, successful
person is so interesting and
gracious.
The sequel to meeting Greer
Garson occurred the next
morning at breakfast. I was
giving Caroline and Nan, our
high school daughters, the de-
tails of the State dinner. Think-
ing they would be impressed,
I added that Greer Ganson sat
next to their daddy. A puzzled
look crossed their faces -
"Who's that?" How deflating
to have the g,enertation gap so
obviously displayed!
LIBRARY CORNER—
'Continued From Page Two)
and Isaac Asimov. This book
should prove most interesting
for science fiction readers.
(Adult non-fiction)
THERE'S A DECORATOR
IN YOUR DOLL HOUSE by
Melanie Kahane. With her elm
pie sketches and drawings Miss
Kahane takes you step by step
shows you how to make each
piece, and finally how to make
the actual doll house. This book
will dyelight anyone interested
in making doll houses and Is
recommended for grades 2-6.
tee
Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love
Rev. Danny Underwood is th• pastor
THE WATER VALLEY METHODIST CHURCH
The Water Valley Methodist Church was organized in 1855 by
a group of local merchants and citizens who were unwilling to live
and raise their families in a community which did not have a
church. The find building was used for forty-eight years. The pres-
ent building was built in 1903, with an educational department be-
ing added in 1962.
Served by thirty-seven pastors, the Water Valley Methodist
Church has presented the Christian Gospel to the people of Water
Valley and the surrounding community for eighty-one years. Its
doors are open today, as they have always been, to anyone wishing
to worship God. Sunday School classes are provided for all ages.
The Methodist Youth Fellowship, which supports a Korean orphan,
WATER VALLEY, KENTUCKY
and the Woman's Society of Christian Service meet regularly.
Everyone takes part in the Worship Services, with the junior choir
occasionally singing specials.
An atmosphere of Christian warmth and love will be felt as
you are welcomed by the congregation each time you have the op-
portunity to worship God with the members of this Church.
Schedule of Services:
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Worship Service 11:00 a. m. and and 4th Sundays
9:00 e. m. lst and 3rd Sundays
(Photo Courtesy Gardner's Studio)
This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More PeopleWill Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Inter ested In This Community.
Hickman - Fulion R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.
Dan -Cream, Inc.
West State Line
Futton, Ky, 472-3657
Evans Drug Company
The Rexall Store
216 Lake Street 472-2421
Cecil's Garage & Standard Sta.
Wheel Alignment & Balancing
110 Lake Street 472-9072
Archie's Live Stock Barn
Every day we buy & sell all kind of
live stock
Union City — Fulton Hwy. 479-2191
207 Commercial 472-2430
Liberty Super Market
South Fulton, Tennessee
Ray Williams Insurance Park Terrace Motel
Restaurant A Gift Shop
Join us after church on Sunday
K-N Root Beer Drive-In
CLOSED SUNDAY
Broadway So. Fulton 479-1711
M & B Gulf Station E. W. James and Sons
Tires, Batteries, Accessories SUPERMARKETS
Kentucky Ave. at Reed 472-9060 Hickman Sou* Fulton Union City
The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky, 236-2655
Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Store—or at your door
Fulton, Ky. 472-3311
Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave. Fulton 472-1471
Curtis Electric Co.
Complete Electric Service
124 Morris 479-2173
Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton
a good place to work
Hornbeak Funeral Home
302 Carr Street
Fulton, Ky. 472-1412
Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky
305 Main Street 472-1362
Complimenis of
Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK
Henry Edwards Trucking Co
MC69492
Clinton, Ky. 653-2771
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Roy Bard, Fulton County AS, presenthig Tommy Heftier, as the
Senie-estet r Aandinmultu in Feist uiten County.
Charles Wright Fulton County SCD, presenting Charles Adams
with the Master Consery.-..t cr;st Award.
• LATHAM
Mrs. W. C. Morrison
Kin h Parker, who has
been in a ret home for several
months, was moved to die
home of his brother. Klyce
Parke:, recently.
Mrs. Severa Mansfield is
spending several days with her
sister, Mrs. Mollie Bet Simp-
son.
Late news from Mrs. Art
Ilarvey is that she is very Ill
in a Nashville hospital, follow-
ing several heart attacks.
Due to the illness of Aunt
Jeanie Turner, Mr. and Mrs.
Huel Wright returned from
Florida last week.
Mrs. Carolyn Bowlin has been
indisposed for the past week.
Miss Mable Cavender, of
Dukedom. passed away sudden-
ly last Friday. Funeral ser-
vices were held in Jackson's
Funeral Home on Sunday, with
Rev. Underwood officiating.
B Was in Old Bethel ceme-
tery, with Jackson's Funeral
Home in charge of arrange-
ment s.
Raymond McNatt returned
from the Veterans Hospital in
Memphis, -after a four months
stay. He is much improved.
Chess Morrison hasn't been
so well for the past week. His
visitors were: Mr. and Mrs.
Huel Wright, Mr. and 'Mrs.
Garrett Bailey, Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Travis, Mrs. Berry Travis,
-Mr. and Mrs. Orvel Morrison,
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan,
Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie Cum-
mings, Mrs. A. W. Simpson
and John rack Simpson.
EASTER PARADE
An Easter Parade of fash-
ions, hair styles and a luncheon
will be sponsored by the Secre-
taries Club of The University
of Tennessee at Martin Friday,
March 13, at 12 o'clock noon in
the University's Ballroom.
The call of love
s a special tiring for you
A special ring for you
to the one you love
A lovin' phone call.
(Dial your lovin' phone calls
when long distance rates are low...
tonight and all weekend long.)
HoloiToing Farmers
"I believe that rural America can and will
hold true to the best tradition of our National
Life, and that I can exert an influence in my
home and community, which will stand solid for
my part In that inspiring task," was the theme
of 15th annual recognition banquet sponsored by
Fulton Coubty banks to honor the county's out-
standing young people engaged in farming in this
The creed was impressively
recited by Jeff Shell, who was
named the Fulton County's out-
standing Creed winner for 1969.
Making the presentation was
M. R. Jeffress, Executive
Vice-President of Fulto.n Bank.
This presentation war!, one of
many given Mondey night,
arch 9Wls . be dining room
of the Holiday Inn Restaurant.
Among the approximately
225 guests attending were:
Mrs. W. B. Sowell, director of
the Fulton County Exten.sion
Board; Harold Shaw, agricul-
tural advisor, Fulton County
High School; William Scott,
cashier, Fulton Bank; Mrs.
Billy Parke Threlkeld, presi-
dent of the Fulton County
Homemakers Associa-
tion; James Cooley. Hickman-
Fulton Counties RECC, Rich-
ard Adams, president, Fulton
County 4-H Council; Mrs.
Percy Lee, director of the Ful-
ton County Extension Board;
Roy M. Taylor, supervisor,
Fulton County SCD; Jeff Les-
ter, principal, Cayce Elemen-
tary School; Richard Wilker-
son, principal Hickman Ele-
mentary School.
Also -attending were: James
M. Everett, agricultural ad-
visor Fulton County High
School; Harold Pewitt, chair-
man, Fulton County Extension
Board; John P. Wilson, Man-
ager, Fulton County PCA; M.
R. Jeffress, Executive Vice-
President, Fulton Bank; Char-
les E. Wright, chairman, Ful-
ton County SCD; Harold Rice,
director, Citizens Bank; Mrs.
Myrtle Davis, FHA advisor
Fultbn County High School;
P. L. Nichols, principal, Hick-
man Elementary School No,
Also, Regionald
president, Fulton County Farm
Bureau; Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer,
teacher of Home Ecoomnics,
Fulton High School; Kenneth
Crews, Vice-President, City
National Bank: Roy Bard,
chairman, Fulton County ASC
Committee; Harold Garrison,
superintendent, Fulton County
Schools; L. M. McBride, presi-
dent, City National Bank; and
Kenneth Turner, of Radio sta-
tion WFUL.
Also other guests included:
Ro Gardner, editor of Hickman
Courier; Ferrell Miller, 'Mur-
ray SCD; John Watts, County
Agricultural Extension Agent,
Maxine Griffin, Home Demon-
stration Agent; Mrs. Paul
Westpheling, editor, Fulton
County News; and the Master
of ceremonies, Elbert Bunch-
am, Jr., Citizens Bank.
The winners in their re-
spective categories will be
announced next week along
with pictures of the various
groups..
• ROUTE THREE
Aline Williams
Those visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Pete Winstead last Sunday
were Mr. and Mrs. Bill Win-
stead and family of Union City
and Mr. and Mrs. Jim Win-
stead.
Word has been received here
that Horace Palmer has been
quite ill in Clearwater, Fla. He
makes 'his home with his sis-
ter, Mrs. Marie Cyr there. His
brothers, Cecil and Paul Pal-
mer, of Detroit, were called to
his bedside. These folks were
my childhood neighbors and
are my dear friends. We do
hope Horace can soon be well
and out again.
Clarence French has been a
South Central Bell
victim of the flu the past week.
Sam Winstead, of Alabama,
surprised his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Pete Winstead, when he
drove up last Thursday for a
short visit.
Mrs. Carl Yates suffered a
heart attack Friday and was
rushed to the Fulton Hospital
and is a patient there. She is in
room 126. I'm sure she will be
glad to hear froin her friends.
She is not receiving company
at this —liking. We wish for
her a s -dy recovery.
Mrs. Carley Bell has been
sick the past week with the flu
and her sister, Mrs. Willie Clif-
ton of Detroit, who is here to
be near her mother, Mrs. Min-
nie Cannon, in her illness has
,also had the flu the past week.
Those visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Cannon Friday evening
were Mr. and Mrs. Walker
Mydett, Mr. and Mrs. Revel
Moody and Mr. and Mrs. Ever-
ett Williams. All enjoyed play-
ing rook and dominoes, aver
which Mrs. Cannon served de-
licious refreshments.
Miss Mable Cavender had a
heart attack at her home in
Dukedom Friday morning and
was rushed to the hospital in
Fulton and pronounced dead
on arrival. Funeral services
here held in Jackson's Funeral
chapel Sunday afternoon and
her remains were layed to rest
in Old Bethel Cemetery. She
was -72 years-old and had lived
in Dukedom all 'her life. We '
extend our sympathy to her
sisters, her niece and her ne-
phew in their loss.
Mr. and Mrs. James Wright
and daughters, Wanda and
Charlotte, and Charlotte's hus-
band, of Villa Park, Ill., have
been in Clinton, visiting with
Mrs. Goldie Wright and to at-
tend the funeral of Mrs.
Wright's mother, Mrs. Maude
Elliott. We extend our sym-
pathy to all the Elliott family
in the loss of their dear moth-
er. The Wrights are old neigh-
bors in the Kingston commun-
ity. It was nice to have a short
visit with them while they
were here.
Mrs. Aubrey Clifton is a pat-
ient, with the flu, in Weakley
County Hospital in Union City.
Happy Writ.' y Girl Scouts
We Salute Girl Stouts
S. P. MOOSE & co.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1864
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
--Upholstering, Modern and
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
•
Denise Wiley, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. W. B. Wiley, provided
entertainment for the evening.
John P. Wilson, manager, Ful-
ton County PCA, presenting
Randy Adams as the Fulton
County Star Farmer.
• Chestnut Glade
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
The very springlike weather
at the beginning of this week is
most welcomed by everone.
Visitors in the borne of Mr.
and Mrs. E. I. Brundige last
Sunday were Mr. and Mrs.
Garrett Brundige of Nashville.
Mr. and Mrs. Hendershot and
two daughters of Jackson, Mr.
and Mrs. Arlis Sprayberry, Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Crider and
son of Fulton, Mrs. Mary
Crutchfield and Mrs. Grace
Qualls of Martin.
Mr. anti Mrs. Harvey Vaugh-
an visited Mr. and Mrs. Raljill
McKnight in Sheffield, Ala.,
last week end.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Joe
Brundige and daughter, Kim-
berly Dawn, visited his par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. E. I. Brun-
dige last Wednesday. They re-
side in Nashville. He has been
made area manage!' of Shon-
ey's Big Boy Restaurants, a
division of Danner's Foods,
Inc. He serves Shoney's Big
Boy Restaurants at Belle
Meade, Harding Road, The
Oaks Shopping Center, Nolens-
ville Road and one at Colum-
bia, Tenn. He appreciates see-
ing his friends and acquaint-
ances from this section of the
county.
The Chestnut Glade Home
Demonstration Club will meet
in the home of Mrs. Jeter
Wheat for the regular March
meeting sat 1 p. m., March 19.
Visitors are weloorned.
Mrs. liarvey Vaughan at-
tended the monthly meeting of
the Nursing Home Auxiliary of
Weakley Con* at Dresden last
Tuesday. Plans were made for
an orientation program at the
nursing 'homes that will ac-
quaint all interested in the
home of the work the Anviliary
hopes to do. The meeting will
be at Hillview on March 12 -
at 1:30 p. m. and at the Weak-
ley County Home on March 19
at 1:30. A cordial invitation is
extended to everyone interest-
ed in the homes to attend,
either or both of the programs.
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan visited
Mrs. Lillian Rhodes at the
Ifillview Nursing Home and
Mrs. Jeanette Ellis at her home
in Dresden last Saturday. She
found both ladies very interest-
ed in their friends in this com-
munity, and they would appre-
ciate visits any time.
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan visited
Mrs. Julia Moss and Mrs.
°vette Frick in Dresden lost
week. MTS. Moss seemed to be
in a very weakened condition.
Around The World
The finst perelon to sail
around the world alone was
Joshua Slocum of New Faig-
land, who made the trip be-
tween 1995 and 1898.
Salty!
A cubic mile of sea water
contains 128,000,000 tons of
• salt.
P. L. Nichols, principal, Hick-
man Elementary School No.
11., presenting Janet Adams as
the Outstanding 4-H Club Mem-
ber in Fulton County.
Sunday Closing
Power Belongs
Tn T.egislature
It is the prerogative of the
General Assembly and not city
governments to decide what
kind of business will be open
or closed on Sundays.
This, in substance, is what
the Kentucky Court of Appeals
ruled in negating a Bowling
Green ordinance that tried to
define "works of necessity" al-
lowed under the state's 169-
year-old Sunday closing law.
The unanimous decision by
the state's appeallate court,
which reversed Warren Circuit
Court, came at a time when
the 1970 General Assembly had
under consideration several
bills dealing with Sunday clos-
ing.
One is a Senate hill specify-
ing which stores would remain
open on Sundays. Another is a
House bill calling for repeal of
the existing law only
• GOOD SPRINGS
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
Good Springs C. P. W. met at
the church on Thursday after-
noon, with the following pres-
ent: Mesdames T. L. Ainley,
Minnie Cunningham, Loyd Wat-
kins, Lewis Cole, Terry Bethel,
Hillman Westbrook and Rev.
Oren Stover. Mrs. Ainley, vice
president, was in charge, due
to the absence of Mrs. Ray
Brute, president, who was
sick. Delegates elected to Hope-
well Presbyterial C. P. W.,
which meets at Humboldt
on March 28, were Mrs. Terry
Bethel and Mrs. Loyd Watkins.
Twenty dollars from the treas-
ury will be sent to Choctaw
Camp for bunks for the second
mile giving. Bible study. "The
Reluctant Missionary," from
the book of Jonah was present-
ed by Mrs. Terry Bethel, Mrs,
Ainley presented the monthly
program on "Easter in a Con-
fused World."
Dukedom Homemakers bake
sale and bazaar last Tuesday
brought in 9108.00, to be used
in the various community
drives for heart, cancer and..
such. This was good, consider-
ing the weather on this day.
. Andy and Rachel Mathis_ of
-.Farmington, Lucile Brann and
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Bailey
yanked Mr. and Mrs. Bill Shel-
ton and children in Memphis
last Tuesday.
The community was saddened
by the unexpected passing of
Miss Mable Cavender, life-long
resident of Dukedom, last Fri-
day morning. She was pro-
nounced dead on arrival at the
hospital in Fulton. Funeral was
at Jackson Funeral Chapel and
burial was in Old Bethel Ceme-
tery Sunday afternoon.
Lewis Cole Caught a fall at
his home this past week and
was pretty sore and shook up,
but glad there were no broken
bones. -
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Matt Cunningham gathered -at
the One and All Club Friday
night and gave them a pink
and blue shower. Many nice
gifts were received.
Bates Byars is a patient in
Hillview Hospital, with pneu-
monia.
Good Springs is having a
series of sermons on Evangel-
ism, delivered by the pastor.
Rev. Open Stover, and finding
them very helpful. On next
Sunday morning the subject will
be "Personal Evangelism."
You are invited to enter into
this worship service at 9:45.
Sunday School follows at 10:45
and a surprise is being planned
for next Sunday. Rally Day
will be observed Mocch 22 and
you have a special invitation
to attend that Sunday.
Historical Society To Hold
Meet Here; Reellooi Is Topic
Emmett Lewis, historian and
civic leader of Tiptonville,
Tenn., will be the principal
speaker at the spring meeting
of the Jackson Purchase His-
torical Society at the Holiday
Inn in Fulton, Ky., Saturday
evening, March 28, at 6:30
p. m. Mr. Lewis' tentative
topic is river lore and the Reel-
foot Lake region.
Dr. L. J. Hortin, president of
the Jackson Purchase Histori-
cal Society, will make a
"wrap-up" report on the cir-
culation and sales of the Se-
squicentennial edition of the
Mayfield Messenger, which
was prepared by the Society.
Dr. Hunter Hancock, chair-
man of the biological sciences
at Murray State University,
will also announce plans for
The annual summer or fall tour
to be taken by the Society.
Each year the members of the
Society charter a bus to visit
historical sites.
Last fall the group visited
the Natchez Trace, the ances-
tral home of James Knox Polk,
the Franklin Battlefield arKi
other historical sites near Co-
lumbia, Tenn. Fifteen tours
have been conducted since the
series was inaugurated in 1959
by Dr Hancock.
The eight Kentucky counties
in the Jackson Purchase are
Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle,
Fulton. Graves, Hickman,
Marshall. and McCracken.
Mrs. John Kirksey of Pads-
h will become president of
the Jackson Purchase Histori-
cal Society July 1.
Reservations for the dinner
March 28 at Fulton can be se-
cured from Miss Margaret
Heath, 1202 Maple Street, Ben-
ton, Ky.
HOSPITAL NEWS HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The following were patients
in Fulton hospitals on Wednes-
day, March 11:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Ernest Robey, Mike Sisson,
Lucille Notes. Donna Grissom,
Zora Parks, Elizabeth Shankle,
Glenda Duke, Evelyn Easley,
Fulton; Harry Gordon, Chuck
Beard, III, John Matthews,
Winston Lucy, Curtis McAlis-
ter, Mary Ward, James Hick-
man, Alben Thorpe, South Ful-
ton: David Rambeau, Virginia
Hicks, Water Valley; Monroe
Nichols, Ophia Rose, Grade
McWhorter, Mike Ward, Powell
Clark, LaVerne Campbell,
Michael Farmer, Clinton; Mar-
jorie Cunningham, Bates By-
ars, Dukedom; Juanita Brooks,
Wingo: Peggy Higgins, Hick-
man; Sadie Galloway, Benton.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Bernice Henry, Mrs.
Anna Barham, Mrs. Anna
Pearl Bell, Mit. Pearline Mea-
cham, Mrs. T. J. Smith, Mrs.
Maude Matheny, Mrs. Sarah
Brown, J. S. Mullins, Mrs. Ava
Bone, Mrs. Vera Parrish, La-
fayette Patterson, Mrs. Frank
Heflin, Mrs: Jewell Boulton,
Boss Neely, Robert Lamb,
Raymond Pewitt, Mrs. Juanita
Barnes, Fulton; Mrs. Novella
Watson, Mrs. Mettle Elam,
William Webb, Mrs. Archlie
Hornsby, South Fulton; S.
Smith Taylor, Mrs. Marie
Wray, Dennis Ray Adams, Mrs.
Maybelle Laird, Mrs. Pernie
Yates. Water Valley; Mrs.
Maude Woodruff, Mrs. Eula
Clark, Mrs. Ann Arrington,
Hickman; Mrs. Vanda Har-
wood, Alf Cunningham, Thomas
Alford, Dukedom: Mrs. Mary
Carver. J. F. McClanahan.
Crutchfield; Mrs. 0. C. Bur-
ton, James Stairs, Wingo; Mrs.
Radio Carter, James Walker,
Clinton; Amos Wilson, May-
field; Mrs. Pauline Simpson.
Mrs. Leffie Baker, Mrs. Mar-
garet Hall. Union City.
Enjoy the pleasute of
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to
the following friends:
March 13: Rex Frields, Sam
Jones, Gayle Kimbell, Layman
Kilzer. T C. Taylor, A. Carl
Young; March 14: A. B. Rob-
erts; March 15: Mrs. John E.
Bard, Cindy Craven, Mrs. R.
M. Lowry, Jimmy Allen
Vaughn, William D. Yates;
March 16: Cathy Campbell,
Mrs. Rex Huddle; March 17:
Buton Lassiter, Ernest Han-
cock: March 18: Mrs. Addle
Frields. Janice Walker; March
-19: Pam Hurt, Charles Whit-
net Mike Wright.
Police Investigate
Reported Robbery
Police are investigating an
early Tuesday morning hold-up
at Graddy's Service Station,
located at the corner of Fourth
and Lake Streets in Fulton.
According to police, a negro
youth went into the station
around 1:50 a. m. and demand-
ed cash. The youth forced Le-
land Jewell, the station attend-
ant to lie on the floor, then
took ;153.00 from the cash
drawer and fled. It was not
certain whether the Negro
youth was armed, but the at-
tendant said the youth kept his
hand in his pocket as if he was
holding a gun.
Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for - - -
Your insurance Needs
RICE AGENCY
Fulton 472-1341
7c.
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art
, A tollicking holiday on the
f Gulf Coast at Biloxi 's most
inntiOnt inn The red carpet is out for you...
luxurious rooms with TV, file baths.
air-conditioning. Convenient location.
• Swimming pool and patio
FLASH NEWS! • Pirate's Cove for finest seafood, steaks
Crow's Nest Lounge—colorful, plus)
Admiral Benbow is \ • ' Bask on Biloxi's 27 mile long sand beech
beautifully recovered • Enjoy water sports, fishing, golf
ire- rn thP 
Explore 81Ioxi's old world charm—
picturesque and historic sightseeing—
looks great. Hiway I relax and watch the shrimp boats coma
90 all clear. in. Get free brochure nos.Come visit us soon.
U. S. HIGHWAY 90 AT 01J06ONT PUCE
BILOXI, MISSISSIPPI
SMUDGED PRI1
SOUTH FULTON—(Continued from Page cos&
for men and women, general
items such as checkers,
 and
• horseshoes, etc., for men and
arts and crafts for women,
girls and boys intramural bas-
ketball, softball for both men
and women over 18, and possi-
bly swimming.
An effort to determine the
number of people who would
be interested in these various
programs will be made in the
near future by the Summer
Recreation Program commit-
tee, which includes Harvey
Vick, Elson McGuire, Mrs.
Kelly Lowe, Rev. Gerald8
Stowe, Virgil Yates and K. M.
Winston.
The program, it was empha-
sized, will in no way conflictRandy Moffett with the annual summer pro-gram of Twin Cities Youth,
Randy Moffett
Frank Woolf, Manager of
I. S. South piton, and
Gus Alexander, Production
Director - Pints, have announc-
ed that Kenneth R. "Randy"
Moffett has joined H. I. S. as
an Engineering - Management
Trainee.
A native of Lexington. Ten-
sea ee. Randy is a graduate of
the University of Tennessee,
Martin, with a degree in Busi-
ness Management.
Presently, he is undergoing
extensive training in Engineer-
ing and Sewing opera-lions in
he South Fulton plant. Randy
and his w:fe, the former Dana
Giddens of Huntingdon, Tennes-
-ee, will be residing in the
-South Fulton area.
HUBBARD DOES—
(ContinAd From Page One)
daughter.
Recent information released
by the National Education As-
sociation indicates that Ken-
tucky ranks 23rd in its expen-
ditures for all governmental
functions, 13th in its expendi-
tures for highways, 27th in its
expenditures for higher educe-
ion, but 47th in its expendi-
tures for local schools. Ken-
tucky ranks 28th in personal
income per child, but 44th in
state and local tax collections
on property as a percent of
personal income.
Meanwhile. the Kentucky
Education Association has
three investigators in Kentucky
at this time, reviewing the mat-
ter of sanctions against the
state because of its low stand-
ing of education policies.
SBA REP IN PADUCAH
In its continued effort to
serve the citizens of Paducah
and surrounding area, a Small
Business Administration repre-
sentative will be at that
agency's part-time office in
the City Hall on the second
floor, Paducah, Kentucky, on
Thursday, Jan. 19. The office
will be open from 9:00 a. m.
until 3:00 p. m.
WEATHER REPORT
(From current readings and
records of Jim Hale, South
Fulton.)
- —
Date High Low Precip.
4
5
6
7
8
9
1(1
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
4
5
6
7
9
10
MARCH 1970
59 40 (tr) rain
55 30 0'
64 33
60 35
72 33 0
74 40 0
55 43 0
FIVE YEARS AGO
MARCH 1965
30-
34
.40
38
46
44
47
24 .2 snow
26 .4 snow
26 (tr) snow
32 .1 snow
34
30
26
NINE YEARS AGO
MARCH 1961
'
t,
,t
tt
 
Joins Siegel
As Trinee
Inc. It is designed to attract
other age groups and include
activities that Twin Cities
• Youth does not have. The in-
--tram-oral- basketball activities
of the program are already in
full swing at the old Rosenwald
east gym and the program is
proving very popular.
HUBBARD MADE—
(Continued from Page ono
I've never seen any indication
that Carroll Hubbard was very
helpful."
Miller said Hubbard's criti-
cism of Ford was not prompt-
ed or connected in any way
with former Gov. Bert Combs,
who has been rumored to be
on the verge of announcing
plans to run again for gover-
no:.
Asked about the repeated
rumors that Combs may soon
resign from his present posi-
tion as a judge on the U. S.
6th Circuit Court of Appeals,
Miller said, "He hasn't told me
he is going to resign."
Miller said he plans to en-
dorse a candidate in the Demo-
cratic primary "and when I
decide who I am going to sup-
port, I will resign (as party
chairman)."
Asked when candidates for
the Democratic nomination for
governor might be expected to
make formal announcements,
Miller said it would probably
be "before Derby time" (the
first Saturday in May) of this
year:
I
PICTURE OF THE LATE CHARLES FIELDS was presented
to the South Fulton City Commission Tuesday night and now
hangs in the City Hall. (Above) Acting City Attorney Paul
White (Fields former law partner) and Rev. Gerald Stow, who
made the presentation.
SOUTH FULTONIANS discuss with pleasure their current hes-
ketball clinic, a popular part of the city's recreational program.
Kentucky Seeks
Industry In West
State Commerce Commis-
sioner Paul W. Grubbs is on a
week's trip to the West Coast
with 15 Kentucky industrial
representatives to attract in-
dustry and jobs to Kentucky.
Similar trips with tangible
results have been made to
New York, Chicago, Minne-
apolis-St. Paul, and once be-
fore to California.
Grubbs said before leaving
Standiford Field at Louisville
that the travelers will pay 'their
own expenses and visit some
65 companies in Los Angeles,
San Diego, San Francisco,
Portland, Ore., Seattle and Las
Vegas.
Human Cello-o!
A human body contains ap
proximately 50 trillion cells.
Letters To Editor
WFUL
March 4, 1970
Sheriff Corky Hill,
Hickman, Ky.
Dear Corky:
Scuttlebutt has it all over
town that there was a killing
at Four Points and the victim
was DOA at a local hospital.
We are receiving many,
many phone calls on it.
We can't find out anything
at all about it.
I called your office and I am
informed two things:
1. The sheriff is out in the
County somewhere and can't
be reached. and,
2. The party with whom I
am speaking is "t allowed to
give out any information like
that."
Willi a 'set-up like this, how
are the news media supposed
to know or find out what's go-
ing on? It would seem to me
that the man you leave in your
office should be permitted to
give out any information he has
that is a matter of the public
record.
With your present set-up, I
am unable to pass the informa-
tion along to our people and to
United Press International.
I hope you will take another
look at your arrangements.
Sincerely,
Kenneth Z. Turner
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Greenfield Monument Works
— In Operation 61I -Years —
• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday AfternoonsW. D. Powers
Fulton -
Phone 472-1653
J. B. MANES SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.
•
Greenfield
Phone 235-2293
Tia: LEADER STORE
432-34 Lake Street
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
March 5, 1970
Judge Paul E. Dew
General Session Court
Ripley, Tennessee
Judge Paul E. Dew:
I got a speeding ticket on
March 4 at 6:43 p. m. on high-
way 51. I will be glad to pay
my ticket. But first I would
like to know why the State of
Tennessee builds a beautiful,
modern four lane highway
from Ripley. Tennessee to
Dyersburg, Tennessee and puts
a speed limit of 55 miles an
hour on it. Then from Dyers-
jaurg to Troy, Tennessee is a
very dangerous, obsolete two
lane highway with a speed limit
of 55 miles an hour. Does the
State of Tennessee have only
one sign to put on their high-
ways?
Is the new four lane highway
designed for a speed trap?
Does the State of Tennessee
still practice horse and buggy
speed laws? The simple ques-
tion is why 55 miles an hour on
a new four lane highway when
it is 70 miles an hour over
most of the four lane -highways
in the State of Tennessee?
Bill Homra
Fulton, Kentucky
cc Fulton Daily Leader
Fulton County News
Union City Daily
Messenger
Commercial Appeal
Nashville Banner
Gov. Buford Ellington
Sen. Milton Hamilton
Congressman Ed Jones
Lauderdale County
Enterprise
Happy Birthday Girl Scouts
Parts For All
Electric Shavers Al:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
March 7, 1970
Hello, Jo:
I a:-1 Myrtle Ridgway, Helen,
Jeannie and Joe's mother. Re-
member?
Well, I wrote Dula to ask you
to send me about three back
papers dated January 22nd and
a subscription for your paper
and -to send a bill for all of it.
1Ve got your acknowledgment
of the order for your paper;
then, yesterday, we received a
paper.
We had not been taking it,
but enjoyed it thoroughly, as
there was news about so many
people we used to know.
We have not received the
back issues. Guess Dula and
Mary Nell did not understand,
or else you did not have them.
I wanted one for myself and
one for Jeanne and Helen, as
they had an article about Joe
and one about Don. Am sur-
prised that Mary Nell didn't
send Jeanne one. She wants
one for her book. If I can only
get one for her, would appre-
ciate it.
Someone sent Joe one from
the Fulton paper and it was in
the.St. Louis -Post or Globe,
but, somehow, we missed it.
Jeanne is in the St. Thomas
Hospital in Nashville, had sur-
gery. Thought you might be
interested, as she has always
thought so much of you.
Enclosed is check for the ,
paper and if you have any of
the old papers, please send
them and let me know how
much they are.
Best wishes to you and your
family.
Yours truly,
Myrtle and Carlisle Ridgway
East St. Louis, Ill. 62293
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
The Fulton City Education
Association wishes to compli-
ment you for your fine ecktor-
ial of February 26, 1970, which
informed the public of the ex-isting situation in Kentucky's
schools.
Our members felt -that our
community needed these facts
placed before them. Your edi-
torial very adequately achieved
this purpose.
Your interest and concern
for good education in Kentucky
and your desire to move in the
direction of the progress and
achievement of this ultimate
goal is certainly commendable.
Sincerely yours,
Frank Moore, Jr.
President
Fulton City Education
Association
Tenn. Highway Department
Views Property For New Route
The engineering departments
of the Tennessee State and Beg.
oral Offices of the Highway
Department held a meeting
last Thursday afternoon in the
City Hall of South Fulton,
Tennessee.
The purpose of the meeting
was to inform the property
owners the portion of their
land that would be needed for
option in order to construct a
new highway.
This construction will begin
in early fall, and will be ap-
proximately 1.162 miles. It will
begin south of the Park Ter-
race Restaurant in South
Fulton, Tem., and will run
west to connect on Highway 51
Interstate, South of Fulton,
Kentucky.
Only eight property owners
in the South Fulton area are
indicated in the land option.
They are: R. L. McKinney Es-
tate, Harry Latta, Herbert Lat-
ta, Donald Stokes, Buren Rog-
ers, Guy Payne, Obion County
Board of Education, W. K.,
S. C., and Donald Stokes.
Those attending in addition
to the property owners were:
C. E. Greeks III, Sr., Right-
of Way Engineering 
-Depart-
ment, Nashville; Paul H. Em-
mons, State Right of Way Ap-
praiser, Nashville; Billy Joe
Tucker, Assistant 7.7.::a of Way
Engineering De:. _tment, Jack-
son; Carl Woods, Assistant
Regional Locating Friguleenng
Department, Jackson.
Fulton Delays
Water District,
School Issue:
The Southwest Kentucky
Water District was given top
priority for discussion during
the regular monthly meeting of
the Fulton City Commission.
The water district is seeking
approval on a contract to pur-
chase water from the City of
Fulton to supply water to rural
areas. Construction plans have
been in process for several
years, and the district is seek-
ing renewal of the present
agreement without chance in
order -to speed construction.
The Commission, also ap-
proved a resolution to oppose
Kentucky House Bill 401. The
bill, if passed by the Kentucky
Legislature, would put all utili-
ty systems under hte jurisdic-
tion of the Public Service Com-
mission,
The City voted to install a
street light on Mears St. be-tween Second and Commer-
cial, and also to employ
Westmoreland as a full
patrolman.
Fulton City Board of Educa-
tion's attorney Hunter White-
sell, appeared in person before
the Commission, to request the
city to advertise for bids to con-
struct the new high school. It
was voted that no action be
taken on this matter, until the
Board made their request in
writing.
JAYCEES—
(Conffnuee fr.,m Page One)
Clay employed by Carborun-
ckim in Hickman, and Norman
Harwood, employed by Metro-
politian Life Insurance.
Candidates were selected for
these offices on their past Jay-
cee recore and the final elec-
tion will ' held by the mem
bens of the Jaycees.
Other items of discussion will
be the Turkey Shoot, and the
Annual Awards Banquet on the26th.
Ronald Laird, president of the
Jaycees urges all members tobe present.
Billy
time—
P-6" Fulton Co. News, Thursdiy, March 12, 1970
Frank Woolf, Manager of the Henry I. Siegel plant, South Ful-
ton, is shown presenting Certificates of Graduation to operators
who have recently completed the AAMT Training Program.
Graduates have successfully completed the program of designed
sewing methods and motions and are now qualified sewing
opera•ore. (I. to r. are Frank Woolf, Guinell Tucker, Gladys
Hicks, Janette Spraggs, Brenda Boyd, and H. I. S. Training
Specialist, Paul Heyduck.
Others are: (I. to r.) Frank Woolf, Patricia HaH, Sallie Free-
man, Clara Henderson, and Connie Puckett.
We're not asking
for the Moon!
We're asking for four basic
needs of Education
2
3
Professional Negotiation: This would establish the legal process by
which school districts can tap the experience of teachers in the im-provement of conditions of teaching.
Removal of the Limitation on Lot-al School Tax Rates: This is a stepin restoring some of the local control needed by school boards inmeeting the growing and changing needs of local schools,
Fringe Benefits: This would allow school boards to participate inseveral employee
-benefit programs such as group insurance, person-al leave provisions, sick leave programs, professional improvementprograms and retirement improvements.
4 Cost-of-Living Application to the State Minimum Salary Provisions:During the 1969 calendar year, the cost of living rose over six per-cent. Kentucky teachers rank 41g1 in the nation in average classroom
salaries.
Call, Write, Wire and Visit
Your Legislators Today!
TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE!
Kentucky Education Association
P K F°
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NOTICE
CITY STICKERS NOW ON SALE
$5.00
Deadline - Midnight _
MARCH 31, 1970
— $2.50 Penalty April 1 —
Plus Fine If Given Ticket
CITY OF SOUTH FULTON
,
PUBLIC AUCTION
SALE
ANTIQUES - COMPLETE SHOP CLOSE OUT
EL.NA'S ANTIQUES of Martin, Tennessee
Sale will run all day until late afternoon and
then begin at 6:30 till finished.
SAT., MARCH 14, 10 a. m. & 6:30 p. m.
Rain or Shine-Sale will be inside - Lunch will be served
Sharon, Tennessee
Sale will be held in the American Legion Bldg. Only 1 Block
East of 4 Way Stop on Hwy 45E going through Sharon. Just
East of the Railroad Tracks.
— SELLING TO SETTLE THE ESTATE —
MRS. ELNA SANDERFER died recently in a
car accident in Missouri.
— COMPLETE ANTIQUE STOCK SELLS —
Furniture - Cherry Dresser, Maple Bed, Oak Bed, 3 Vic.
trolas, Chairs, Bedsteads, Rockers, Old Mantle Clocks, Tele-
phone, 3 Ice Boxes, Glass Show Cast, Drop Leaf Dining
Table, Oval Front Buffett, Numerous Tables, Dinner Bell and
Frame, Picture Frames, Dresser Trunk.
— Mostly Glassware and Assorted Items: —
Punch Bowl and Cups, Carnival Glass, Silverware, Preserve
Stands, Cups and Saucers, Pitchers Pressed Glass Pewter
Pieces, Butter Molds, Shaving Mugs, all kind of Pressed
Glass Bowls, Jars, Avon Bottles, Churns, Vases, Lanterns,
Red Glass, Blue Glass, Iron Ware, Old Books, Stone Jars,
Lamps. Important Note-Many of the better Pieces of Glass-
ware are not listed on this bill as it had already been packed
for sale before this list was made, so be sure and attend.
Auctioneer Note - This will be a good sale for dealers, and
fanciers. Everything must sell, the shop has been closed ever
since Mrs. Sanderfer's death. It is being moved to Sharon
only to obtain a building to have the sale in.
- FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT-
Mr. J. P. Sanderfer, Owner & Administrator
Mrs. Eine Sanderfer, Elna's Antiques of 502
Elm St.-Hwy. 45E, Martin, Tenn., 587-6044
- OR —
ALEXANDER AUCTION & REALTY SALES
Office: 404 Lindell St. Phone: Office 587-4122
Martin, Tennessee Home 587-45611
't
EASTER.
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Of interest to Homemakers
Small Thaw Voted
School Districts Provided
Leeway On Property Taxes
FRANKFORT, Ky
The House voted 49-28 Tilursday
for a further small thaw in prop-
erty taxes for school districts,
then refused, on a 37-42 vote,
to do the same for cities and
counties.
Both bills would have allowed
those local governmental units
which failed to take advantage
of the permissible 10 per cent
x Increase 1ii-1966 and-i067
to do so now. They also would
have frozen property tax rates
at the 1969 or 1989 level thus
allowing the tax revenue in in-
crease in the future along with
higher values of property.
House Bill 451, for school dis-
tricts, and HB 452, for cities
and counties, were introduced
by Rep. Dwight Wells, D-Rich-
mond.
Four representatives who pre-
viously had endorsed all the
Kentucky Education Associa-
tion's demands - including one
to ease the 1965 tax rollback
law - abstained on HB 451 and
voted against HB 452.
Al! have school tie-ias: Rep.
Sherman Arnett, D-Clearfield,
high school principal; and
three teachers, Reps. Darvin Al-
len, D-Royalton; Brooks Hinkle,
1)-Paris; and John Salyers,
Trains
Move On
Schedule
In the wake of a Congression-
al no-strike mandate, trains
moved on or near schedule
Thursday along most of the na-
tion's vast railroad network.
There were wildcat strikes at
Rock Island Railroad yards in
Moline, Ill., and Kansas City,
Mo. Santa Fe facilities in Kansas.
City also were picketed. Both
lines used supervisory employes
to keep their trains running.
A brief strike was reported at
a Norfolk & Western yard in
Bellevue, Ohio, and a wildcat
walkout tied up the sprawling
Southern Pacific yards at Rose-
ville, Calif., where police report-
ed some vandalism.
The Northwestern Railroad
reported that 39 employes left
its Green Bay, Wis., diesel
shops in midmorning, claiming
they were sick. There was no
Immediate effect on train serv-
ice.
Pickets were active at times
In half a dozen other states from
the Atlantic to the Pacific. In
some areas, federal court res-
training orders got would-he
strikers back to work, or kept
them on the job.
A bill rushed through Con-
gress Wednesday banned for at
least 37 days a nationwide rail
strike while efforts are made to
iron out a contract deadlock be-
tween four shoperaft unions and
the rail lines. President Nixon
signed the measure just three
hours before the 12:01 a.m.
Thursday EST deadline for the
walkout.
THE FUNNY PAPERS
A 28-foot cabin cruiser burst
into flames a quarter-mile off
the beach and burned as thou-
sands jumped into the ocean and
were rescued by another boat.
-Philadelphia Daily News. •
YORK 0
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES
NORTH AMERICAN HEAT-
ING & AIR CONDITIONING
429 E. State Line 479-2551
NOW AUTHORIZED
SALES & SERVICE
For All YORK Heating and
Cooling Units.
Bringing Together Local Integrity and know
How and National Product Reliability.
See GENE OWENS For
YORK'S New Champion LI
Air Conditioning Units.
NEW HOUSE
:it '011 111,.-.1, Pi
.11
OLD HOUSE
Cool it Best
with
OR
WHOLE HOUSE
AIR
CONOMONING
York's complete One et cerdret
home al, otmettfoners moms
euertmeoleng comfort tor mere
be.. mory stm twee. All
models cootele dorene at quell-
Pr teeters* tor tow cost quiet
deeendro.e eltetetion-
Chicago Riot
Defendants Plan
To Make Movie
NEW YORK - Jerry
Rubin says the seven defend-
ants in the Chicago riot case
plan to make a movie of their
trial.
Each defendant will play him-
self, Rubin said, and "we're
going to offer Julius $100,000 to
play himself." Judge Julius
Hoffman presided at the trial.
"We're going to raise $1 mil-
lion," Rubin said Wednesday,
"and tell the whole story of the
trial exactly the way it was."
Cook Assigned
WASHINGTON - Sen
Marlow Cook, R-Ky., is one oi
14 senators selected to serve or
a special Senate committee on
equal educational opportunity.
The committee, consisting of
six Republicans and eight Dem-
ocrats, will consider the prob-
lem of de facto school segrega-
tiOn.
Buten. Another teacher - mem-
ber, Rep. Lloyd McKinney, R-
McKee, was absent.
Also defeated, on a 34-60 vote,
was HB 180 which would allow
all public employes, including
teachers, to organize for collec-
tive bargaining. The bill, spon-
sored by Rep. Norbert Blume,
1)-Louisville, would ban strikes
and provide for binding arbitra-
tion of grievances.
Voting against HB 180 were
all 27 Republican members who
were present and the same four
educators. The KEA has been
pushing for its own bill for giv-
ing teachers and school admin-
istrators professional negotia-
tions rights with school boards.
While the vote on HB 451
on school taxes - was still in
doubt, Rep. Bernard Keene, 1)-
Bardstown, declared: "It takes
a little guts to vote for this _bill
...but think we should."
Rep. John Swinford, D-Cyn-
thiana, argued that "local dis-
tricts have a responsibility" to
help finance education and
teacher pay raises and that HB
451 would enable more to do so.
The bill now goes to the Senate.
Rep. William P. Curtin Jr., 13-
Frankfort - trying to get the
40 votes needed to pass HB 452
- 
pointed out that the Howe
passed a bill last week to force
cities to pay more for firefight-
ing.
"Now," he asserted "we are
not allowing them (the cities)
to raise money to finance it."
He termed the inaction or oppo-
sition of his colleagues "irre-
sponsible."
The 1985 tax rollback law, en-
acted to offset the 100 per cent
assessment of property required
by a Court of Appeals ruling,
froze local governments and
school districts at the 985 rev-
PUBLIC SALE
Household Furnishings - Antiques - Tools
SATURDAY, MARCH 14. 1970 10:00 A. M.
At the Homeplace at the late Mr. R. C. Jones, 4 miles east
of Fulton, Ky., between Fulton 8. Dukedom, on State Line
road (Kentucky side)
— SELLING TO SETTLE THE ESTATE —
— COL. RUBERT AINLEY - AUCTIONEER -
Phone 901 - 822-38.33 or 479-1455 - Dukedom, Tennessee
Licensed. Bonded in Ky., Tenn. No. 6
WANTED 42" HICKORY BLOCKS
We are expanding production at our plant.
and will be able to handle many more Hickory
Blocks than in the past.
We can provide a dependable year-around
market.
Write for prices and specifications.
New prices effective January 1, 1970.
0. P. LINK HANDLE CO., INC.
Princeton, Kentucky 42445
Charles Riley, Manager
NOTICE!
Southside Drug
Has moved from its State Line Store to their
new building in
SOUTHERN VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER
(Next to Liberty Super Market)
DRIVE-IN PICK-UP WINDOW
— Plenty of F-R-E-E Parking
Watch for grand opening coming soon.
SOUTHSIDE DRUG
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS.
Phone 479-2262
enues level. The only exception
were for new property and for
those governments which elect-
ed to take a 10 per cent boost
the following years.
The result, many House mem-
bers argued Thursday, was that
the legislature was requiring lo-
cal governments to operate in
1970 with a 1965-scale income.
HB 498, passed by the House
Wednesday, would offset that
somewhat by allowing assess-
ments of old property to be in-
creased to reflect improvements
,or other higher value.
These other bills were passed
and sent to the Senate Thurs-
day:
- 
Senate Bill 147, making col-
lege students' academic records
confidential; but before passing
the bill 87-0, the House amended
it to provide access for state
and local government officials
and school or scholarship per-
sonnel who need to see the rec-
ords. The bill already made /fie
records available to draft
boards.
- HEt 236, prohibiting anyone
from setting backfires in or near
timberland without first getting
written permission from the
state Forestry Division, 83-3.
GOES BEFORE YOU DO
Remember, you can't take it
with you-who ever saw a 'Brinks
truck in a cemetery.
WHY DID I EVER SAY -
IT?: "I'm going to ask for a
raise today, and if I don't get
it, I'm going to give notice right
on the spot."
"Sure I can lift it. You think
I got a bad back or something?"
- 
Brent Stark.
SPECIAL THIS WEEK!
YOUR CHOICE
OUTSIDE WHITE
OIL BASE
HOUSE PAINT
— or —
OUTSIDE WHITE
LATEX
HOUSE PAINT
'$4 9
Per
Gallon
RAILROAD SALVAGE CO.
LAKE SREET FULTON, KY.
••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••444••••••
EVERY ITEM IN THE STORE
CLOSE-OUT SALE!
All Sporting Goods and Equipment, Television,
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WE HAVE MOVED!
OAKSHIRE PLACE
MOBILE HOME SALES
UNION CITY'S ONLY MOBILE HOME DISCOUNTER
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
NOW LOCATED AT THE OLD MONTGOMERY HOMES
SALES LOT ON REELFOOT AVENUE,
JUST EAST OF THE NATIONAL GUARD ARMORY
COMPARE AT *3495"
12' WIDE--2 BEDROOM
MOBILE HOME
$32513"1
INSTANT BANK FINANCING FREE DELIVERY
WE WON'T BE UNDERSOLD-WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL-
LOW LOW OVERHEAD-NO SALESMAN COMMISSIONS-NO PLUSH OFFICES
OAKSHIRE PLACE
MOBILE HOME SALES
PHONE 885-6851 REELFOOT AVE. UNION CITY
Poplin
JACKETS
Permanent Press
Zip Front, Raglan Shoulders
Boys 8 - 18; $2.99
Mens S M L XL $3.99
Fulton, Ky. Thursday, March 12, 1970 Page 2
doc is deaf . . . my bank won't
FRANKELY SPEAKING: let me into the Christmas club MURRAY, Ky.,
Poor guy in our block has been for 1970; claims I didn't attend Construction on a new $1,068,000
going to a psychiatrist for six the meetings in 1969. - Don I. general services building at
months and just found out the Frankel. Murray State University is ex-
•ZIr"%. ••• •
FULTON SEWING CENTER-
701 BROADWAY
SOUTH FTJLTON, TENN. PHONE 479-1922
Fulton's One-Stop Sewing Center
POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS
A nice Assortmentit 
 
$3.49 yd.
BONDED ACRYLICS (Reg. $3.98) c2.39 yd.Just Arrived For Only *
PRINTED SAILCLOTH & SPORTSWEAR 
$100•
Reg. 98c Yard; TWO YARDS FOR  
BUTTONS Card  5c
rc*********************************,
*i NEW STORE HOURS! i** **
: OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS UNTIL 8: P. M. *
*
L
: ALL OTHER WEEKDAYS: 8:30 A. M. - 5:30 P. M. *
..,....„,.........,............„........„................,...,.,0.6_6.,
I. Ancestor Plaques
I
May Not Be Valid
CHICAGO - Mary Ann
Wills, an interior design consult-
ant, is not very enthusiastic
about the latest decorating rage
-ancestor plaques and coats of
• arms.
"To the dismay of heraldic
and genealogical experts here
and abroad, mail-order coats
of arms have turned into a
booming business," she said.
The chances of receiving a le-
gitimate coat of arms by mail
are exceedingly remote, she
points out. There are, for exam-
ple, at least 384 different Smith
family arms on record.
"Without exhaustive genea-
logical research," Miss Wills
said, "it would be nearly impos-
sible to connect a present-day
Smith with the proper Smith of
an earlier century."
$1 Million Building To Sort At MSU
peeled to begin next week, ac-
cording to Dr. Thomas B. Hog-
ancamp, vice president for ad-
ministrative affairs.
To house the purchasing de-
partment, a central stores area,
printing service and warehouse
storage space, the two-level
structure will be located on
Chestnut Street at the east edge
of the campus.
Seven general contract bids
were opened in Frankfort last
week on the project, with Mc-
Bar Contractors, Inc., of Bowl-
ing Green as the apparent low
bidder. A contract award Is ex-
pected to be made this week for
a 12-month construction period.
However, Hogancamp said
university officials are hoping
for completion of the building,
which will have 58,030 square
feet of floor space and 2,280
square feet of loading d o c k
space, by the end of 1970.
He pointed out that the bid
by the Bowling Green firm is
501 NYLON
Square Yard
NOTHING EXTRA TO BUY ! !
One Low Price Covers Carpeting, Rubber Padding,
Installation.
• 41, FIRST 0111,1T1
• 11ST.11,11D 1.114ES FR011 91" SO. ID. TO IP SQ. ID
• EXCELLENT SELECTION OF COLORS AND -TEXTUI‘IES.
COMET SNAPPER
Riding Lawn Mower
5 - Horsepower 
 $319.95
7 - Horsepcwer 
 $379.95
LAWN MOWERS
20 - Inch 3 - Horse 
 $47.50
22 -Inch 3 1 2 Horse _ _ _ $49.95
- Buy Early & Save -
CLOSE OUT
3- HORSEPOWER MINI-BIKE 
 $138.00
Phone
472-1501
$37,800 less than the estimated
construction cost of $1,105,800.
"This building will be a val.
uable asset to the campus by
the relief it will offer to an over-
crowded condition that Is becom-
ing critical in several key ser-
Hogancamp add-
ed.
Greshatn Associates of Padu-
Woman's World
NEW YORK - A man's
world? Jacqueline Sher doesn'
believe it.
At 25, Miss Sher Is the presi-
dent of a publicly-owned data
processing center.
But she is far from the stuffed
shirt, cigar-smoking image this
title brings to mind.
"I've never smoked a cigar In
my life, but I will-and do-
compete with any man in the
data processing business," says
the Madjax Data Co. president.
Actually she doesn't crow
about her accomplishments
even though she's gone from
keypunch operator to company
president in six short years.
"I've found the opportunities
are there for anyone profession-
ally competent enough to take
advantage of them," she com-
ments.
Briefing Delayed
WASHINGTON - The
Interior Department has an-
nounced that briefings on the
1969 federal coal mine health
and safety law scheduled today
in Madisonville. Ky., have been
delayed two weeks. The brief-
ings now will be held March
19 and 20.
PET PEEVES: The fellow who
speaks of giving someone a
"momento", when he means
memento . . . and the speaker
who prefaces a remark with,
"I would say . . . " He does
say it and is saying it, so why
the hedging opening? -Janet
Wilkie.
cab is handling the architectur-
al work on the project. Apparent
low bids for subcontracts were
submitted by Miller Plumbing
and Heating of Benton on me-
chanical work and Real Elec-
tric Corp. of Owensboro on
electrical worlt.
Black or brown
grain leather
- 
VISIT Our LOUNGE ROOM -
OPEN 3 p.in.- Phone 479-9082
- 
Pizza - Chicken - Bar - - -
RAY'S Bring Your Friends RAY'S
BUCKLE 'UP
Jarman makes it easy to enjoy
today's fashions, unobtrusively and in
the best of taste. Here, for
instance, is the classic plain-toe oxford
comtemporized with buckle strap
and blunted toe. Why not come in
and "buckle up to the new look."
BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE
Fuhon, Kenhicky
BMWS SIPRINGS A GREAT
L,,th. Girls, MINIM
SPRING SHOES 
WOMEN'S RES. $2.00
INC
Patents, rich browns, blacks cA suALs
8, 2-3; Reg. $7.00
$1.71 FLATS AND SANDALS(i--
Womens, Teens
CASUALS
Flats and Sandals
Spring, Summer Styles
$3.22 1 Women's White CanvasDECK SHOESDurable Washable CanvasSues 4-10; Reg. $.2.77
$2.33
Lady Sunbeam
i HAIR DRYER
7 Cap and Hose Store in Case
4-Position Heat Control
$9.99
No Iron Fastback
I MEN'S SLACKS
Sensational Savings!
Regular $3.99
$2.96
Sheared Cotton Terry
BATH TOWELS
Deluxe Quality
Gay Prints or Solids
$1.00
le.d15 Broadway
South Fulton
Tenn.
....0....4
- Newest Styles
- Latest Colors
- Sizes 4- 10
Ladies Nylon Slips
- Full and Half Styles
Made to Sell for $3. and $4. $1
- Lovely Lace Trims
Boy's Dress & Sports Shirts
- Permanent Press
- Sizes 6 to 8
- Huge Selections! 2 for $3
Men's Dress & Sport Shirts
- Permanent Press
--A--Wide Selection! 3 for $5- Short Sleeves
Men's Banlon Knit Shirts
-100' , No-Iron
- High Neck or Fashion Collar $3.33
STR ETCH
CREW SOCKS
100r Orlon Acrylic
Fits 10-13
Reg, 79c Pair
3 Pair $2.00
NYLON
SCARFS
New Spring Colors
29- - Inches Square •
5 for $1.00
Popular Polo Styles i
KNIT TOPS /
Short Sleeves
Crew Neck & Placket Colla
Children's 2 - 6
$1.00 
Girls Sixes 4 - 14
PANTIES
Elastic & Band Legs
Nylon or Cotton
5 for $1.00 
SPartus Electric
t Ienin: Designs for
House
 Every Roe
DECOR CLOCKS
• -$4 88 
Anklet or Crew
COTTON SOCKS I;
Boys Sixes 7 - 10
Every Boy's Favorite
4 Pairs $1.00
Straight Leg
SLACKS
No Iron Stretch Denim
If Perfect, Up To $4.00
Ladies Sixes 8 - 18
$1.50
Sunbeam Deluxe Hand
MIXER
Sunbeam's best with pus
ton beater elector.
Hangs On Wall
$9.99
--Hours--
:30-8 Mon-Th
:30-8 Fri
-Sat
; Fulton, Ky.
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Historical
Society
lo Meet
of the biological sciences at
Murray Stati6.1„Iniversity, will
also announce plans for the
annual summer or fall tour to
be taken by the Society. Each
year the members of theSoctety
charter a bus to visit histor-
ical sites.
Last fall the group visit
the Natchez Trace, the ancest-
ral home of James Knox Polk,
Murray, Ky. - Emmett Lewis the Franklin Battlefield and
istorian and civic leader Mother historical sites near Col-
/tiptoe:vine, Tenn., will be theembia, Tenn. Fifteen tours have
principal speaker at the spring been conducted since the series
meeting of the Jackson was inaugurated in 1959 by Dr.
Purchase Historical Societ1 Hancock.
at the Holiday Inn in Fulton, The eight Kentucky counties
My., Saturday evening, March in the Jackson Purchase are
Ma, at 6:30 P.M. Mr. Lewis' Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle
'tentative topic is river lore and Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
the Reelfoot Lake region. Marshall, and McCracken.
:Dr. La. H ortin, president of Mrs. John Kirksey of Paducah
the Jackson Purchase Histor- will become president of the
Leal Society, will make a" wrap- Jackson Purchase Historical
lp" report on the circulation Society July I.
Ind sales of the Ses- Reservations
galcentennial edition of the March 28 at
Ilfayneld Messenger, which was secured from
Prepared by the Society. Heath, 1202
Dr. Hunter Hancock, chairmar Benton, Ky,
for the dinner
Fulton can be
Miss Margaret
Maple Street,
1711-01777"
---',
Stark Bros. Nursery
Bumper Crop Spring Sate
SAVE UP TO 50%
On Dwarf Apple Trees, Peach,
Pears, Grapes
Represented By Bobby E. Roberts
Also Landscaping Service
Phoise 236-3326 in Hickman, Ky.
10`4'.00, k LOBBY!
Write Your State Representativu
RALPH GRAVES
4 Tanner Court Frankfort, Ky. 40601
PHONE
Frankfort Bardwell
(502) 628-5490
223-0496 628-5423
Sears Dial 479-1420
Bu the Pair
.4,..„,- .7
'. 
..,r' .
• ."--*"' -an..
:.OUR LOWEST PRICE KENMORE
- 
AUTOMATIC WASHERS WITH
PERMANENT PRESS CYCLES
#20500
Catalog Price
White Enameled
• 2-Speed Washing
• Normal, Permanent Press
and Delicate Cycles
• Hot, Warm, Cold Water
Temperature Settings
• 3 Water Levels for Any
Size Washing Load
• Lint Filter ... Porcelain
Finished White Tub
- Helps Eliminate Ironing
- 
Permanent Press Fabric Cycles Are
Designed with Cool Down Periods
to Prevent Spin Set Wrinkles...
Electric Dryer
'118*
Catalog Price
White Enameled
3-Cycle dryer... nor-
mal, permanent-press
and air only. Con-
venient top-mount
lint screen. Cool-down
period in permanent
press cycle helps pre-
vent setting of wrin-
kles. Uses 220 volts.
COMBINATION OFFER
Both Washer and
Dryer at one price. '278*
*Prices include normal delivery and installation.
•
Use Sears Nag Payment Plan
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Bads
Broadway St.
South FultonSears
OARS, 10131/0C AND CO.
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED
FRESH WHOLE
(Limit Of 4 Please)
WITH $5.00 OR MORE ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
NO LIMIT—NO PURCHASE .„ lb 31t
LB.
Fresh
Bucket 0' Chicken Lb.390
3% Lb & Up
Roasting Chicken Lb  390
FRYERS
Beef 1st. 3 Ribs Lb. NE
Rib Roast 4th. & 5th. Ribs Lb.  79
Semi-Boneless
Hams Lb.  890Sliced lb. 99‘
Store Sliced All Meat
Breakfast Bacon Lb  790
590 Whole BreastHamburger 
Bologna 790Sliced
31.k. Kb. Or More Lb
ki:esh 3 Lb. Pkg. Or More
Fresh Qtpcken Parts
Fresh Chicken Parts
Ground Beef Lb.690 Whole Legs
890 KS"rwaFulosts 2 - Lb. Jar .390
W/Part Rib
Lb  680
Southern Star
Patio Lb. 
MOTH BM 
E1.11110
12 OZ. BOX
BIZ
PRE-SOAK LAUNDRY AID
FIL EE
GOLDEN RISE
FLAKY BISCUITS
9.5 OZ
CAN
API
61 Off Label PUREX
BLEACH 1: 384  BT '
With ThlsCpon
Good Only At AO Food Stores  
Regular Price Without Coupon
Expiry, Sat., March 14
Limit (Coupon Per Customer
A&P
Lb 680
PRICES GOOD THRU
SAT., MARCH 14
JOIN THE SWING TO
Jane Parker
WHITE BREAD
001,50 °'',
oro"
4( 
4(
MADE WITH PURE VEGETABLE SHORTENING!
Pineapple 
?oft Ply 
3 
Cans
2$1 00
Hupilniroom Tissue
F4,9zmCialny Napkins
Hawaiian Punch
Sultana Frozen
French Fries
Dutch Queen
4 Roll Pkg.  390
3 2EnCe ts $ 1 00
3 Cans$1°°
Bag
produce Bargain!
\ 
CRISP GREEN
CABBAGE
Pole Beans Fresh Florida• • •
Jumbo
Spanish Onions
Florida
Oranges
Lb. 25t
Lb  150
5 Lb. Bag
Washington Red or Golden 12Delicious Apples
JANE PARKER
590
590 138's For
APPLE AO
PIES nary
Lunch Meat 
2 Cans120 z . 890
Gold Whip
Topping
Rayette Mello Mist
HAIR SHAY
9c
10 Or. Ctn. 35c
IVECIPTIAp
12 Oz. Box BIZ
c
7ftee
With This Coupon
Good Only At A&P Food Stores  
Regular Price Without Coupon  
Coupon Expires Sat., March 14  
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer —
.117,1:12,IES
PRELL
CONCENTRATE
W/FREE PARING KNIFE
3 OZ. 98t
TUBE
fr4 LLC'N
BTL.
6t OFF LABEL
PUREX
BLEACH
WITH COUPON IN THIS AD.."
LILT SPECIAL
PERMANENT
99c
/Save
10t /
PALMOLIVE 22 OZ. Btl.
LIQUID DETERGENT 394_,-____:
With This Coupon C 
,  
GRoeogclulOarnIpry icAet WAidLt hP0Fuot ocdoSutr:rnes C D
Coupon Expires Sat., March 14 % D
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer L D
ARUM
Farm Program Signup Ends On March 20
Pointing out to producers that is more than half over, Sterling
the farm program signup period, Stone, chairman of the County
Feb. 2 through March 20, Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation (ASC) Committee,
today urged farmers to sign up
as soon as possible at the County
CITY NATIONAL NOW OFFERING
AUTOMATICALLY RENEW ABLE
Certificates Of Deposit At The
MAXIMUM RATES Allowable For Banks 
/A TO
1111  Per Annum
ON 24 MONTH CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT
11/2 
Per Annum
ON 12 MONTH CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT
Per Annum
ON
3 OR 6 MONTH CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT
MAXIMUM RATES ALSO BEING PAID
on Passbook
0 Savings accounts2 (Compounded Semi-Annually)
All accounts insured by the FDIC up to $20,000.
4(4-*
liesIricat
Citq
NATIONAL BANK
FULTON KENTUCKY
BANKAMERICARD
•
"C"So date, T  1,075 farms have
been signed up for the 1970
feed grain, wheat, and cotton
Programs." he said, "out of
a toks1 eligible number of 3,920.
This indicates that we will
 • have the usual last-minute rush
near the close of the signup
period. Farmers may save them-
selves from standing in line
if they come in now to sign up."
Participation in the feed
grain, wheat, and cotton pro-
grams in voluntary. Those who
sign up and comply with the pro-
gram provisions will earn bene-
fits such as eligibility for price-
support loans, price-support
Payments or wheat marketing
certificates, and may earn Pay-
ments for additiotial diver-
sion of feed grain and wheat
acreage beyond the diversion
required for program com-
pliance.
Obion County has 1,876 feed
grain farms with an acreage of
58,215, some 1,020 wheat
farms with .an acreage of
7,071 and 1,024 cotton farms
with an acreage of 9,450
eligible for the 1970 farm
programs. So far, acreages
signed up include; 487 for
feed grain, 101 for wheat,
and 487 for cotton.
.Iwo Kentuckians
Die In Vietnam
WASHINGTON — Two
more Kentucky soldiers have
died in Vietnam. Listed by the
Defense Department
day among 15 servicemen kill-
ed in action were Pfc. Phillip
G. Creech, husband of Linda L.
Creech, London, and Pfc.
James P. DeVaney, husband of
Regina M. DeVaney, Stanville.
Mrs. McAlister, 76,
South Fulton, Dies;
Servives Today
SOUTH FULTON, T e n n.,
March 9—Mrs. Lela McAlister,
76, life long resident of South
Fulton, died at 10 am, today at
Obion County Hospital in Union
City following a lengthy Illness.
Survivors include her daugh-
ter, Mrs. Dorothy Patrick, South
Fulton; a son, Kenneth McAlis-
ter, Union City; a sister Mrs.
Lila Hastings, South Fulton; and
one grandchild.
Funeral services are sched-
uled for 3:30 p.m. Friday at the
Hornbeak Funeral Chapel with
the Rev. Fred Kendall and the
Rev, W. W. Kitterman officiat-
ing. Burial will be in the Obion
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the fu-
neral home.
OLD GLASSES ,
Outdated eyeglasses, '-hr
glasses which belonged to some-
one now deceased, can be sent
to "New Eyes for the Needy",
a volunteer organization staffed
mostly by housewives. Reusable
glasses are donated to persons
who need them. Send to: New
Eyes for the Needy, Short Hills,
New Jersey.
• • •
FRANKELV SPEAKING:
Sawa sign in a drugstore, "Get
rid of unwanted roaches", and
now I can't decide which ones
I want to keep... If at first you
don't succeed, very sad if you're
a skydiver.
--Don I. Frankel.
You expect us
to have better
used cars.
And we do.
1968 Buick Electra 225 limited; blue
with vinyl top, V8, automatic, pow-
er steering, power brakes, factory
air, electric windows and electric
seats $3,775.00
1966 Buick Riviera; white with V8
motor, automatic transmission,
power steering, power brakes, fac-
tory air; a real sharp car and it is
a local car $2,475.00
1969 Impala 4-door sedan, green
with V8 motor, automatic trans-
mission, power steering, factory
air, white tires, big wheel
covers $2,975.00
1968 Chevelle SS 396, blue vinyl
trim, VB, automatic transmission,
power steering $2,275.00
1967 Camaro 2-door hardtop, rid,
V8, 327 engine, standard transmis-
sion, $1,475.00
7967 Mustang 2-door hardtop, beige,
V8, automatic transmission, power
steering, factory air 61,875.00
— SEE ONE OF THESE SALESMEN —
Mike Williams. Warren Tuck, Manus Williams, Aubrey Taylor,
Vernon Spraggs or Dan Taylor
CHI VI-101 ET
TAYLOR CHEVROLET - BUICK, INC.
HIGHWAY 307 FULTON, KY. PHONE 472-2466
Harpo's Widow
Seeks Office
RIVERSIDE, Calif.
The widow of comedian Harpo
Marx is a candidate for the Cal-
ifornia Assembly.
Susan Marx, 51, disclosed her
Intsittions.....Wednesday, saying
she had filed papers for the
Democratic nomination for the
seat being vacated by Victor
Veasey, R-Brawley. He's mm-
fling for Congress.
Mrs. Marx, who lives in the
desert community of Cathedral
City, is a member of the Palm
Springs school board.
FRIDAY NIGHT
FISH
FRY!
5 to 12 p.m.
All you can eat $1.25
Children 75c F'N
DERBY
Fresh Caught Fish
Hush Puppies, Slaw
Tarter Sauce
French Fries
RESTAURANT
-Fulton, Ky.
MAGGIE LEE & THE PERCUSSIONS
EVERY THURSDAY NITE
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EAGER BEAVER: Most men wife . . . Piecemeal: Cafeteria
marry wonderful women; if you style .. . Parasites: Two build-
don't believe that, ask your ing lots. — Wilfred Beaver.
MEN e URGENTLY NEEDED'• 
,
TO INVESTIGATE
ACCIDENTS—BIG PAY,....
NEW CAR FURNISHED,
EXPENSES PAID
When hurricane Camile struck, thou-
sands of Claim Adjusters were called in :
to investigate damages and pay oat
millions of dollars in insurance claims.
In fact thousands of men are urgently
A needed now to train 
for exciting action
careers investigating the growing mil.
lions of accidents caused by car wrecks,
- plane crashes, train wrecks, tornadoes,
hurricanes, hail and windstorms, riots,
theft and fires. No other field offers
more opportunity for action, advancement or security. National In-
surance Adjusters School can show you how to enter this booming
field. Train at home in spare time Employment assistance. For
Free details, mail coupon TODAY. No obligation.
APPROVED FOR VETERANS UNDER NEW 0.1. BILL
NATIONAL INSURANCE ADJUSTERS SCHOOL, Dept. 28-D
A Division of National! Training Institute
Box 16148, Memphis, Tenn. 38116
Name_
Addrass_
City 
Phone _
State
Eligible for VA Benefits?
Aga
/to
4•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a
OODYEAR SERVICE
SAVE
THIS
WEEK
ONLY ECI
Take your car whore the
parts are... Your Nearby
year Service Store
Our experts inspect complete front end, including springs, shocks, ball joints, idler arms, tie rods and steering wheel
aseembly; Naas* front Ind; correct camber, caster and toe-in (chief causes of fast tire wear). Take advantage of these
special low prices kr greater safety and longer tire life. Drive in or call for an appointment today.
NOW ONLY
• Pries for U.S. mute,. Parts extra
V needed. Add -$2 for Sombre burs
NOW ONLY95.
Reg.
10"
• Price for U.S. otAts. Ports extra
If needed, Add id for Ionise boss
2inlCareOffer!
OIL CHANGE ea
LUI3RICATI
51:11 Add St if promitim
Ott is used
Our car care experts have the "know how" to make
your car run smoother and safer. Don't wait...
bring your car in today and take advantage of this
low price offer?
STANDARD
CARS
SPRING
CHANGE-OVER
NOW ONLY95*
DELUXE
HEAVY CARS
• Mal sae U.S. autos. Farb extra
"if weeded. Add la for *tribes bars
SPECIAL!
Tuos.-Wed.-Thurs. only—Call for Appointment!
SNOW TIRES
REMOVED
REGUindAyl uTIRES
INSTALLED
BEST TIRE B
IN IT PRICE RANGE
4 PLY $
NYLON
CORD
"ALL-WEATHER IV"
BLACKINALL TIRE
ANY OF THESE SIZES
7.75 x 14 7.75 x 15 8.25 x 14 1595
Pets p.m to sass ow. El. Tat and •411 Wee
6.50 • 13
t.. {:."`Fed
61.71 and old
PER PAIR
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE
lArE OUR EASY PAY PLANI
100 WEST STATE LINE PHONE 472-1000 FuvroN, KENTU
4b4•41,•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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MERELY MUSING:Inherit-
ance tax: Shear-the-wealth Pro-
gram . . . the couple divorced
because of religious differences;
she worshipped money, and he
didn't have a dime. — M Musser.
RiCOME TAX returns pre.
pared: 35 years experience
Wilford Bostick, 207 3rd Street.Phone 472-1547.
WANTED: BIG FISH! Prizes
for the bigge,t Bass, Bream
and Crappie from March 15
through May 15. Western Auto
Store, Lake Street, Fulton.
Plastic or Galvanized Wells
ANY SIZE
Pump Sales and Service
Over 20 years experience
Church Drilling and Pump
Service
Hornbeak, Tennessee
Phone - 538-2497 or 538-2664
"HELM'S HEALTHIER
HEAVY LAYERS
Forty  le_ars- Flock Im-P"
mient - Contest Winners - Re-:-cords 300 Eggs. Pullorum
:Clean - Sexed Chicks. HELM'S
".CMHICKS, PADUCAH."
. .
it A ''..Fort SALE: 1961 Thunder-
:bird with power steering, pow-
-,er: brakes, power windows,
:White leather interior, black
-outside, excellent running or-
:der. Assume payments; total
:price less than $450. 479-2423•or 479-2911, Fulton.
Cutback
Affects
Kentucky
WASHINGTON A De-
fense Department personnel
cutback will eliminate five
civilian and 600 military jobs at
Knox, Ft.  Ky., for annual sav-
ings of$4.3 million per year.
At Ft, Campbell, the onlyotherKentucky base affected
by the announcement Wednes-
day, 85 military positions and
no civiliartjobs will be lost.
Sen. Marlow W. Cook, R-Ky.,
said both projects will be com-
pleted by June 30, leaving Ft.
Knox with 36,694 civilian and
military personnel and Ft.
Campbell with 18,121.
Officials said a detailed list-
ing of the base cuts, which
amounted to elimination of
58,000 civilian jobs nationwide
would be made public today.
Father-Son
Dancing
NEW YORK. -Christopherd'Amboise appeared as
Fritz, the mischievous little
brother in the party scene of
"The Nutcracker" as danced by
the New York City Ballet, the
week before Christmas and in
some of the performances after.
His father, Jacques
d'Amboise, danced the Cavalier
at Christopher's debut perform-
ance. This was the first time a
father and son had danced withthe New York City Ballet.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
1. C. W. Burrow and Roy D. Taylor, Brokers
—HOUSES —
SEE US FIRST
A Large house in good repair.
Priced to sell. Om Broadway in
Fouth rolton.3-bedroom house on one acre
of ground located on Highway
51 north from Fulton near Clin-
ton. Ky. Priced to sell_
A good 5-room house located
at 120 Central Avenue, South
.tulton. Priced to sell.
2". 
very nice house, 3 bed-
rooms and a den located nearFuhon High School. House has
been built about tan years.
Really good.
;Reasonably priced house lo-
rated on Arch Street, East Ful-
4cin. Close to business part of
town. Will sell to the right per-
ion for small down payment
!Ind owner will finance.
Good 5-room house with
bath. Located 21/2 miles south-
east of Dukedom, 'Nan., on the
Austin Springs black-topped
road, one acre of land.
Very good house on Walnut
Street close to Terry Norman
School. Priced to sell.
An extra good buy in a nice
house in Highlands. Has two
baths and can be used for two
apartments. Owner will finance
to right person.
Nice large 3-bedroom home
with full size basement. Eight
acres of land Ham city water
and well. Located one mile
from South Fulton on Highwayas.
2 new brick veneered houses
in Howard Milam Subdivision
west of Fulton, one 2-bedroorn
and 3-bedrooms. Wall to
wall carpeting, central heat
and air, built-in range and
dishwasher. Prices are rea-
sonable.
BUILDING LOTS
building lot located in
bOe,wood Subdivision.
Beautiful building iota la
Highlands.
A very nice building lot Is
South Fulton.
Nice lot on 0th Street, Tel-
ton. Ky.
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
r.211 you are interested in pur-
chasing a 'business, we have
scene good buys In thriving
bueinesees.
Large commercial building
on Plain Street. Has-nice park-
ing lot adjoining. Priced to
sell.
The Welch Schoolhouse build-
ing and lot. Can sell this piece
of property for the price of the
lot.
FARMS
-30 acres of excellent land lo-
cated on the Middle Road in
the Palestine Church com-
tPURitY.
-.:.1-41) acres of good hill land.
kw/it house. Located 4 miles
of Dukedom, Tennessee.
ed at less than POO per
A good 57-acre farm. Has 3-
bedroom frame house in goodeaddition, all modern conveni-
*nee*. Also has two large
tarns. Located about 11/2 miles
Of city limits on Kentucky
.-0154 acres of excellent land,
&out 100 acres of this bottom
Lied. Fair improvementa. Lo-
dated approximately 3 miles of
dooth Fulton. This farm is
*Oath the money.
-1111 acres of extra good land
With a nice house, modern con-
!miasma, good tenant house, 2
Items. Located approximately
2; miles off black-topped !mad
an good gravel road. South at
tulton.
le acres of land near Pierce
Station. Will sell 3 acres or II
acres, or all. Has city water.
Beautiful building sites.
236 acres of hill and bottom
land. Good farm located three
miles east of Austin Springs,
Tennessee Very reasonable
price.
47 acres a very nice farm, 3
bedroom brick house with all
modern conveniences. Located
on black-topped Section Line
Road, north of Liberty Church
An outstanding new brick
veneemd 3-bedroom house and
carport located on 60 acres of
land about one mile east of
Austin Springs Tennessee.
21/2 acres on Water Valley
Highway. Eiocellent building
site.
WE ALSO HAVE LONG-
TERM FARM LOANS AVAIL.
ABLE.
COL. C. W. BURROW and
ROY D. TAYLOR, Brokers
SAVE! $1.00 With Coupons In This AdSouth FultonAndPricesThrough
_(We
Help
Liberty
$15.00in this
.. 
Tuesday
reserve
or moread good7the right
Girl Scouts,
on other purchases. Thefrom Thurs. 8:00 a. m.p. rn. March 17th.
_ , _ _to limit Quantities)
39.c
4ofrd,
U.S.D.A.
S 'Nil&FRYE
Choir:-
Inspected
2
StspAue,,
lb.270
Tennesse •s---....
,Your Local
this week.
Cookies will. be. on sale at
WITH COUPONT DE DETERGENT
GIANT PKG.
Viva
TOWEL S WPaitpher 3 RIuolini b38 IIIFCoupon . Ro , sTcHuck
•
U.S.
.
lb 490
S GRADE 'A' MED. 2 A CHICKASAW SLICEDWITH COUPONEGGCONDOZ7 90B
mDEL 3-03
cansFRUITCOCKT 1 ONTE Slim i ST BOSTON BUTTPORK 11).590COFFEE
IMAIAVIPAYM/MAIMANIFIIIIF//40rAFAUVAWINICIAIIIKIII/AFAIK/APWWIII/sIMMIKIAMITAIIrsIMAWAPAIAVAPAIWAIIF
OLEO
YELLOW
SOLIDS
UPWAIIII/IPFAI/AvArArdrIgdriFII/IMIPM/s1PWAIIIYMAIAIMAIrslAIMIPAVIWAV/sIslI/4141WAI/II.dgrAWMAIMMIYAIWIW
Bath Room
SCOt 
tiSSUe2Ro1311
lbs.
FOLGER'Spound
0 1% Lb.CORN
1
Teenie Weenie
1 Golden Cream
Golden Who
$11 
h Kernel
Swans
cake
790p
303
can
Down
Mix
cN
CHICKEN PARTS
 
1 THIGHS  BREAST 
h LEGS
WINGS
k BACKS & NECKS
. Fresh Fresh
Liver Lb. 89c Gizzardsb
15 oz. 
13 Pkgs IS I
Lb.
Lb.
Lb.
Lb.
Lb.
FRESH
STEAK
FRESH
SHOULDERS lb.415
— %
59c t BACON59c %
59c 1
29c 4
10c 4 Miss Liberty
1 Sliced
39c 2 *
SLICED PORK
LB.
Lb.69 0
Savoy
PRESERVES 
Strawberry 18 04
Jar 0
LIQUIDpuRExBLEACH A
Gal. 541,-„FeuTLETsRESH PORK Lb .79
Savory
Grape
Peach Perserves
Jelly
or $
3 18 Oz.Jars
Lady Scott
racialTissue
200 ct.33 Fresh CountrySAUSAGEStyle
LB. 49c
HUNT'S
pEAcHEs
SPICED
cNaon. 2 1/29
CRISCO
OIL
24-oz
BOTTLE 49C
Sugar CuredjowLsSmokedPBIYECTEHE 39t
lb.
grAVIPArAggFAW/4141.4rAFIV/////trIAIWIFIVAPIIIIWAIWISMIAIIWAVPMMArIFIVIAPMMII1MIFIFIFIFMAIIIF/41.M/
rsir
Del
TUNA
FLOUR
Monte
eaches1p
No.3
,
IIAIKWAKIRSIVAINIIMIFIFAIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMPIIIIIWAVIIIIIIIIMIVAIIIIIIIIKIPMWAVAIIIIIIAIPAIIIVIIIII
OMEGA
Chunk
HUNT'S
6 1/2 oz.
Can
_
, 
Catsup
, , HUNT%
2 1/289026-oz Bottle
cans 1 (6-oz Bonus
5 lb. 5 
Abag v
Lily Pink
SALMON
Chief Chum
SALMON
pak.) 
4,1
MORTON'S
Meat Pies
Tall Can 79C
Tall Can 69C
,, MIX or MATCH
BAMA JELLY
' -%App)e Blackberr
% • -h pple Grape 113-c'z•
N 
App Jar
‘ Apple Strawberry s
5 8P:: $1
HOLIDAY
FRANKS
89c,
FANCY
APPLES00
SKINLESS
,%
-
%
LBt
I JAPrAgerAir
RED
12-02, '
Pkg. 49c
Mutton
FORE QTR. HIND QTR.
LB.349 49 r
41PAIIIIKIIIFAIIIIAWAPIRO
DELICIOUS
64 JUMBOSIZEEA . ,,, 11
ARMOURTREET 12 oz. 63
Pet
Pie
Ritz
Shells
Pkg.
24 0
CERTIFIED
POTATOES...
BLUE TAG SEED A491
Bag 1.1 11
ARMOUR
SAUSAGE
VIENNA 4 5C 0 z .s$ Adam'sORANGEFrozen Juice 1C2aonz. RED RIPE 6 PK.49Tray
0
HORMEL — (WITH BEANS)
CHILI 3- 15-oz. Cans  $1.00
LIBERTY COUPON WORTH 50c
DETERGENT
TIDE Giant Pkg. 39t
With Coupon and $5.00 additional purchase
Excluding Tobacco and Dairy Products.
(Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer)
Void After March 17, 1970
PET RITZ
WAFFLES 13-oz. Pkg. 3 For _ $1.00
LIBERTY COUPON WORTH 30c
VIVA PAPER
TOWELS 3 Jumbo Rolls _ _ 117t
With Coupon and $5.00 additional purchase
Excluding Tobacco and Dairy Products.
(Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer)
Void After March 17, 1970
FIRM GREEN
CABBAGE 2 - Lbs.  15c
LIBERTY COUPON WORTH 20c
GRADE "A" MEDIUM
EGGS 2 Dozen , 79C
With Coupon and $5.00 additional purchase
Excluding Tobacco and Dairy Products.
(Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer)
Void After March 17, 1970
Fashion Experts Say
Longer Skirts Will
Be The Word For Fall
NEW YORK - Ameri-
can designers started beating
the drums of fashion for longer
skirts in 1968. Now the sound
has bounced across the Atlantic
and reverberated back again in
the form of inidcalf and longer
hems from Paris.
But who's really the
tune? and are American women
listening?
Some department store buy-
OPEN 7:PM
Complete
Showing 7:1
Hr. Repeat
472-16'1
Now Thru Saturday
WAHB,
RULER OF
THE ROCKIES,
TECHNICOLOR'
Sunday thru Tuesday
411 the West ever was
..was here and now!
(GP) - ALL AGES
Parental Discretion!
era are hedging, purchasing
minis, midis and maxis. Design-
?rs aren't sure either. January
showings of spring clothes by
America's top ready-to-wear de-
signere featured a mixture of
lengths.
Pauline Trigere, who showed
above the knee clothes, says,
"Short is young. I don't think
everybody should get so pan-
icky." But she adds, "Long aft-
er five is fine. A wardrobe of
lengths is good."
Adolfo, who was selling ging-
ham midis to socialites such as
Gloria Vanderbilt Cooper sever-
al years ago, says, "The midi is
selling well. It's just the begin-
ning for long skirts." But then
he adds, "The mini will still be
around."
And the customer?
"My closet is ready for any-
thing," says a woman.
"Please no! I love legs,"
counters a man.
Many fashion experts agree
short skirts will stay through
the summer. The minis already
Ire in the stores and retailers
)utside New York report that,
so far ai least, there's been no
enormous demand for the midi.
Come September, the scene
should change.
"By fall, there is no question
that the longer skirts will be a
serious factor," says Leonard
Rankin, executive vice presl
dent of Bergdorf Goodman.
"The question is: How quickly
and by whom will they be ac-
cepted?"
The longer look means any-
thing from top of the knee to top
of the ankle.
In Paris, Chanel kept her day
clothes just below the knee. But
that's where she's always kept
them.
Givenchy showed hems rang-
ing from the kneecap to the an-
kle, recommending the latter
length for evening.
Marc Bohan at Dior turned
out midi or midcalf styles.
The New York Daily News
has been polling women at all
ages to see which skirt length is
most popular. The results so far
show that 8.8 per cent of wom-
en voting favor the mini. The
balloting, which began Wednes-
day and ends Tuesday, has
drawn 7,604 votes.
Air Conditioning
For Entire New City
SYDNEY-Work has begun on
building the town of Nhulunbuy,
to house 4,000 people working on
the alumina-bauxite project in
the Northern Territory. The
completely air-conditioned town
will cost $39.2 million and take
21/2 years to complete.
TWO TWO
HITS HITS
- SAT., - SUN., MARCH 13-14-15
Sdinks/
LOCAL SHERIFF-
gDOI by Deluxe UniteddetistsAMES GARNER
CMG],
• STAR Star,
1110g1J2MEEP
HAVING ILLUSIONS
ABOUT
YOUR (
INCOME__
TAX
You'll feel like you're floating
on air when you let BLOCK
prepare your to. return. Ser-
vice is fast, accurate, guaran-
teed ... and you'll love that
Peace-of-mind feeling. So levi-
tate on down to M & R BLOCK
-anytime you're ready.
BOTH
FEDERAL
AND
STATE
LI FE
GUARANTEE
UP
We guarantee accurate preparafion of every to. rely! n
If we moire any errors that cost you any penalty or
interest, we will pay the penalty or Interest
Hilt [co.
America's Largest Tax Service with Over 4000 Offices
Acrto6s FROM THE FULTON LIBRARY
113 Washington Avenue Fulton, Ky.
Open 9: AM to 7: PM Weekdays
9 AM to 5 PM Saturday
Phone 472-3577 
MAJOR
POINTS
way to bring down insurance
rates is to have fewer crashes
and prevent car thefts, insurance
egecutives tell us. The crash rate
has been going up, repair costs
arc up, hospital and doctor
& MINOR, TOO costs have been soaring, car
Sy CORDON M atiARPOSTROM thefts are .climhing,sclifs no
wonder protection costs more,
too.
INSURANCE RATES: The EAGER BEAVER: City dog
owners would appreciate a
barking lot for their pets ...
I know a doctor who charges
only $5 a visit, but more if
you're sick. - Wilfred B 
• • •
MY FAVORITE JOKE: The
cleaners lost one of my best
suits last month and to my sur-
prise! received a bill from them.
When I ohoned to ask about
it they informed me that they
were sure they'd cleaned the
suit before losing it. - Robert
King.
• • •
GENE GEMS: Now, if
motorists would just accelerate
their brains the way they acceler-
ate their motors ... I was a
square shooter until I ran out
of square bullets . . . the best
Fulton, Ky. Thursday,
way to set a good example is
to let someone else do it. -
Gene Gasiorowski.
• • •
BE LITTER PERFECT: The
good traveler is careful not to
scatter paper or trash out his
car windows, says Ed Brockman
March 12, 1970 Pafiti
PROSE BOWL: Landmark
decisions should be called bench-.
mark decisions because they we
handed down from a bench..
All the best love songs are written
in the key of she . . . The Man
who gets along with other people
never sets the pace. - Harry C.
Bauer.
WIN a 1970 INTERNATIONAL Model 1100D
8-foot "Bonus Load" Pickup
41 ,
Plus 73 Other Big Prizes
Including Freezer, Dishwasher,
Air Conditioner, Radios, Other
Appliances. . many more.
Southern States Big
SPRING SALE
MARCH 6-21 ONLY
Heavy-Duty
Seed-Fertilizer
Sower
1
i SALEALI $6.95
Unico
6 Pc. Combination
Wrench
Set
Sale $4.95
No PC-6
5" Floral or
Garden
Hoe
SALE
$2.90
No. 18-390
Post Hole
Digger
de SALE$6.50
No. 33
50 ft. 1/2" reinforced Vinyl
Garden Hose
SALE $3.85
Extra reinforced w it h
tough nylon cord. Kink re-
sistant. Coils easily year-
round. Full-flow couplings.
No. PLT53.
Unico 23 Cu. Ft. Chest Freezer
SALE
269
Stores 805
pounds of
food.
Slim-wall design. Superior Urethane insulation.
Double-steel frame. Lift-out baskets. Key lock.
Defrost drain. Automatic interior light. No.
KH-23.
Installment Terms Available
Super-Highway
Truck Tires
Top performance on the high-
way-dependable traction off
the highway. Nylon cord con-
struction. 5-rib tread design.
610x156-ply tube-type.
650x166-ply tube-type.
ioox156-ply tube-type.
100x 166-ply tube-type.
SALE $19.00
plus $2.40 Fed. tax
SALE $21.30
plus $2.61 Fed. tax
SALE $22.45
plus $2.85 Fed. tax
SALE $23.75
plus $3.00 Fed. tax
3 HP 20" Mower
SALE $47.50
I
Powerful Briggs & Stratton
4-cycle engine. Easy recoil
starter. Automatic choke.
14-gauge steel deck.
Air-lift bevel edge
blade. Turf-Trim.
No. 10-020.
Terms.
4 HP 24" Garden Tiller
• (power reverse)
SALE
160
Long-Handle,
Round
Point
Shovel
SALE
$2.25
No. 15-831
"Motto" Barbed Wire
SALE
'7.70
80-rod roll
Double zinc
-coated for years longer wear. High tonsil
strength. Won't spring back when unrolled.
Installment Terms Available
61/2
 Ft. Reflector-
ized Fence Posts
SALE '1.25
Strong, good-looking, long-wearing
Heavy steel is double
-coated with
baked-on enamel. Reflectorized tops,
Clamps included.
installment Terms Available.
Briggs & Stratton engine. Easy recoil starter. Tines un-
conditionally guaranteed unbreakable. Easy handling with-
out dirt throw-back. No. PPDT-I24.
Milk Replacer DISCOUNT
50c off on each
50 - pound pur-
chase of any
Southern States
Calf Mirk Re-
placer. Stock up now on Southern States Calf Maker, Plac-
0-Milk or Nursing Formula 24-20,
 Top - quality Polyethylene.
Light in weight, easy to han-
dle. Acid, rodent proof. 80
pound pressure rated.
300 ft. Coil 1"
Flexible Plastic
Pipe
SALE $14.95
White House Paint
Sale $4.38 gal.-in 2-gal. cans
Cleans itself .. stays bright,
Wears longer because it chalks
off more slowly. Mildew resist-
ant. Non-toxic. No. 201.
Galvanized Tub
14% Gal.
SALE
$2.39
No. 2
Aluminum Paint
Sale $4.50 gal.
Gives top results on metal roofs,
brick and concrete too. Covers
up to 650 square feet. No. 756..
Trouble
Light
SALE
$2.50
I Loss bulb)
Porch & Floor Enamel
letatetantie
WE UN LIM
SALE $4.35 gal..
Color: Battleship Gra y.
Makes an extra
-tough sur-
face. Use on wood, concrete
or metal, indoors or outdoors.
No. 501.
SHD Heavy-Duty
Oil
SALE
$9.36
case of
24 quarts
Aluminum Asphalt Fibrated
Roof Coating
Sale $14.90 5 gals.
Waterproofs, insulates, protects.
Reflects heat. Covers 200-300
square feet per gallon.
No. 61.
16 oz. Hammer
Chrome
handle
SALE
$3.29
Multi-Purpose Grease
Sale $6.75 u2g5 714 Frelm re/
111-460
wheel bearings and high-speed „...18111118.1.11101111
bearings. 8-660.
Does all farm lube jobs well,
including heavily-loaded
Vise-Grip Pliers
SALE
$2.19
No. 10WR
10 Quart Pail
SALE 75c
Strong, durable, long-wearing.
Heavily galvanized for rust
protection. Sturdy bail handle.
Strongly attached "ears".
No. 101.
T Tire Pump
SALE
$1.65
No. 3905P il Compressed Unico 31/2 Gal.pres Air SprayerSALE $9.95 :Adjusts from fine mist Ispowerful spray. Funnel fopfor easy filling. Double asi-
tion safety lock. No. 140-Vi
r\ Southern States Fulton Co-Op 6:5
I N1FAI SOUTH tULTON HON/ 9 
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Local Taxes
Up Again?
Upset about your city and coun-
ty taxes? If so. you had better
brace yourself because the worst
is yet to come.
Ulla was the message Rotar-
ians heard Friday noon at the
Eilltmore from Tipton County'
Judge Henry Vaughan, whose
county has recently been reao-
praised by the same company
Which is now working in Obion
County.
Mr. Vaughan was introduced
by his brother, Rotarian John
Toni Vaughan.
Next Friday noon Rotarians and
Kiwanlans will hold a Joint meet-
ing to hear a talk on the nar-
cOtics problem by Dr. James E.
Dusenberry of the University of
Arkansas. Special arrangements
are belog made to seat the com-
bined membership for the talk.
Judge Vaughan said that Obion
County's assessments went up 65
2/3 Der cent (from 15 per cent
to 2-5 per cent) last year and
will have to go up another 20
per cent during the next fiscal
year (from 25 per cent to 30
per cent).
"The people you will hear from
on this evaluation are the farm-
ers. In the past the farmer
hasn't been taxed as hard. I
guess the tax assessors figur-
ed he was having a hard enough
time making ends meet and figur-
ed to give him a break. Then,
too, in counties such as yours
and mine, the farm vote was the
most importantanyway -- and you
know tax assessors must run for
office.
"On the other hand, as a rule,
the assessor hit the fellow who
lived on Main Street a little
harder, figuring if he could afford
to live there he could afford to
pay the taxes. At the same time
the Public Service Commission
was socking It to public utilities.
"All this has changed now.
The utilities have received a re-
duction in their rates and the fel-
lows on Main Street will be as-
sessed at their fair evaluation.
This leaves the farmers to take
up the slack," Judge Vaughan
said.
As an example, he said he pur-
chased a farm in Tipton County
about 10 years ago for $23,000.
He said his taxes before re-
evaluation were $100 but now
have jumped to $300.
The pitfall in the re-appraisal
program, according to Judge
Vaughan, Is that such appraisal
firms usually do a better job on
residential property than they
do on farms.
"This is probably because they
haven't the time to get out and
look over the farmers' back
property line to actually See what
is there." he said.
The one salvation,according to
Judge Vaughan, is the county's
Board of Equalization, "This
board can equalize and correct
the mistakes of the survey com-
mittee by raising and lowering
the evaluation on certain par-
cels," he said.
According to Judge Vaughan
little If any extra money has
been brought In by the re-evalua-
tion. "We just spread it out a
little differently by taxing the
utilities less and the private
citizens more."
He said the tax rate of his
county was dropped from $5 25 
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Wiles reducing their rites after
relief from the high i taxes.
to $2.55.
The re-appraisal problems
most of Tennessee's counties
are now facing actually began
several years ago when public
utilities companies in two coun-
ties went to court and won two
lawsuits proving they were paying
more than their fair share of the
tax load.
Whiflé agreeing that this may be
true, Judge Vaughan said he has
not heard of railroads reducing
their height rates or g.aa coin
-
former manager of Piggly - Wiggly in Fulton
IS ALCOHOLISM A PROB-
LEM WITH YOU OR WITH
SOMEONE YOU KNOW?
Dial 472-1982 between 8 am and
4:30 pm. Help can be obtained.
Strictly confidential.
MAYFIELD PLAZA
iitatitsita, Ky....
OPEN 4k,L'( SUNDAYS
PRICES GOOD THRU....
0- SATURDAY, 14A-R . 14
6 YOU'LL LOVE THE VALUES EGA
DO 2, 
mEolum
GR NDE
IN OUR MEAT DEPT.
19 co 0
c.3*FROZEN ORANGE JUICE::::;.T.994
.„ ROBIN HOOD FLOUR .. LB BA G— 494
SIMALAC FOR BABY PER CAN  .23 SHOWBOAT PORK&BEANS PER CAN 10'
PURINA DO( 7 MEAL.25Lb BA G- '19.9 ZESTIE SALAD DRESSING. QUART. 39c
GIANT FOODS COUPON
WITH THIS COUPON AND 450-0 OR. MORE PURCHASE
WITH
COUPON
AT GIANT FOODS IN Fi ELO
COUPON EXPIQ.ES SATUFLOAN' MARCH 14 - 19/0
*1°9 LIBBY'S PINK SALMON
VANiTY
6.GAL.
TALL CAN
DAIRY BRAND
OR.
SEALTEST
Puke
coacAmsiof
LB,
LIBBY'S CORN  s CANS  ct° LIBBY'S PEAS 5 CANS
 
*PP CRACKERS sALTiNE
FRESH MUTTON PER PouNo  39k GRADEA'FRYERSvvNoLE 
HYDE PARK
BREAD
GOLDEN RIPE
BANANAS
POUN 29C
:SMUDGED PRINT
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IfYI)t HEutf< ? [OAFBREAD
For
SWING INTO THE 70's AND YOU'LL SAVE MORE WITH
at E.
WE ACCEPT U. S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE FOOD COUPONS
TOMATO
CATSUP
STOKELY'S 2n-oz. BOTTLES
For
011111.5111114•14.••••••44.••••••
(rf f (F
POPCORN
4 390
WMRHIWII)E 2' : S11E
PEARS
For
TOMATO JUICE
()EH VS 46 or CAN
For II
COCA - COLA
411
JAM ES & SONS SUPERMARKET!
MAXI-SAVINGS stands for MAXIMUM. yes, MAXIMUM savings for you, Mrs. Homemaker! MAXISAVINGS
moans your Food Budget. • your Food Money. DOES MORE for you at E. W. James & Sons Supermarket, - MAXI-
SAVINGS means HAPPIER SHOPPING because your Food Dollars now perform at MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY!
They'll DO MORE for you!
CHUCK WAGON — Beef - Fish - Veal - Pork i FRESH - LEAN
PORK
-Meat 20-oz. SIZE
Patties 10 forS1 BOSTONBUTTS lb.
LLbbi6699: 
PORK
CUTLETS 
NICE - LEAN - TENDER
PORK STEAK 
Lb, 89C BOLOGNA LAKE - BRAND - IMITATION
Lb. 89t SLICED BACON HOUSIER - VALLEY
111- 59t CLUB STEAKS U. S. CHOICE
COUNTRY - STYLE
PORK RIBS 
QUARTER
LOIN SLICED 
BREAKFAST
CHOPS 
LOIN CUT
CHOPS 
PORK
CHOPS 
CENTER CUT
PORK lb.
CHOPS
TURNER'S or SWIFT'S
ICE MILK 1/2-Gallon 44C
FESTIVAL or PARK - LANE En
ICE CREAM 1/2 Gallon
DAISEY - FRESH - STICK Er
OLEO 5 Lbs. 41 .0 0
-Neme.
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER
PUREX
LSOUTH FULTON, TENN.-Now ..eme. .emeo. Ammo.
BATH SIZE JERGEN'S
DEODORANT SOAP 2 for
HYDE PARK 28-oz.
ROCT BEER Each 29C
12 TO THE PAR. ASSORT. COLORS
SPONGES 
 69t
Pak. 
-eme
FAMILY
U. S. CHOICE
RIB lb.
STEAK
BORDEN'S
COFFEE CREAMER
HASSE'S
OLIVES 3-oz. Jars
GIANT BOX
FAB 45-oz. 
L119C
11-89C
Lb.39C
Lb.79C
Lb. $1 09
90
DOUBLE 0 PINK 16-oz. CAN
790
nutirrir
CORN
HART'S 303 SIZE 16-oz.
1 RI I I I 4 (AN
Grapefruit JUICE
la 19° 1  49c
COUPON
and Additional
$5.00 Purchase.
Excluding Milk &
Tobacco Products
-Nowe- -mow -seol
164"- 69C
69t
79c
VERNOR'S 10-oz. BOTTLES
GINGER ALE 6 For 994
Cool Whip 17 1/2-oz. Birdseye Frozen 49c
COOL 'N CREAMY Each _
VIENNA SAUSAGE 4 For $1.00
SOUTHERN BELLE 4-oz.
COP-E-CAT FISH FLAVOR
Cat 11F.4139c Food
ROYAL DANISH 12 oz.
Luncheon
Meats EACH
GOLDEN or RED DELICIOUS
APPLES extra fancy ____ Lb.19C
FLORIDA SWEET & JUICY
ORANGES 5 Lb. Bag 
Red fotatoes
59C
Sweet Potatoes
HOME-
HI IN !,11iAIN111)
BABLYinfPOD
10jars89°
Grade A Medium
EG9,..100.GR.OWN
0 LB.B OH GARDEN
PE.W. JAMES SONS
"MAXI-SAVINGS"
SUPERMARKET
PEAT
Bag 89,
41
4
A
S TO
JOIN
AND
SPRING
We're ready for Easter and
great collection of new styl
great, too!
44,
"/1111'
Tailor&
Lace Tres
CfN Yl.
-
511
$21
Shadow prod si
adirstebb thoodd
140% widow r
ie.& et to 40.
First Quality
PANTY HOSE
ONLY
oo
'H
iT •
making MAXI-SAVINGS
Supermarket, - MAXI-
XI/411M EFFICIENCY!
We're ready for Easter and the glorious spring season just ahead with a
great collection of new styles in the gayest of colors. The savings are just
great, too!
Shadow pewit styles with
odisootoirar shoolditt mayo.
MN pion I. white wily.
laws MI to 40.
Boys' 10-Way
EASTER SUITS
Sinai* and 
'12"
Solid coior coat and pants with actro pair
of check and reversible vest. Mix
for 10 diffemitt combinations.
mid Ian. 6 to It
SUPPLEMENT TO
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
THURSDAY, MARCH 12, 1970
Begins at...
SHIRTWAIST DRESSES Lori-LynnSPORTSWEAR
Permanent Press Fabrics
for Easy Care
GOOD SELECTION
$799
Plaids, overplaids, checks and novelty fabrics in
assorted colors. Popular roll sleeve styles with
self belts. Green, gold, aqua and navy. Sizes
10 to 20.
Classic slip-ons, shirred cuff
and embroidery trimmed
styles . . . in shortie, mid-
arm and bracelet lengths.
Assorted
NECK AND
HEAD
SCARVES
$
UMBRELLAS
Assorted Styles
Priced From
Regulars, slims, pagoda and
folding types with printed
and solid color nylon covers.
Textured Nylon
SLEEVELESS
SHELLS
$2 99
Sieevelear style
with apposed
heck awl
jewel
Acetate satin and aaddine. led,
rayon twill wary, raise
eq•ar•e, leap blee,
eau/see sod Wei- toast pink,
eearvea Miley% fle. white and
rob Old Aterfrosaa W. M.
ints3A. 34 so NIL
Makes It Easy
For You To
Swing Into Spring!
Air
CASUALS 
TOPES at
BLOUSES, SKIRTS, PANTS,
JAMAICAS, PANT TOPS, KNIT TOPS
Modestly Priced from
Fabrics include permanent press, wash 'n wear denims, canvas prints,
Poplins, basket weaves, knits, crepes, broadcloths and varies in a wide
range of colors and patterns such as bright prints, dots, stripes, nauti-cal:, plaids and overplaids. Sizes 8 to 20.
BLOUSES _ _ 
_$3.99-$6.99 PANT TOPS _ $3.99-$7.9
PANTS $3.99-$9.99 JAMAICAS __$2.99-$4.9
SKIRTS $5.99-$6.99 KNIT TOPS __$3.99-$4.99
Many Colors and Patterns — Sizes 8 to 20
11
•••
Lead 1
New Fc
Doub
Whiti
01
$1
Laminated OCI
tic accented
fated mother
patch pocket'
spring wear.
r TOPS
X241,105 prints,
lee in a wide
stripes, nauti-
3.9947-99
2.99-$4.99
3.99-$4.99
/
4""tp •
er41.
f
SP
og$
Lead the Way to a
New Fashion Season!
Double-Breasted
White-On-White
Plaid
Our Low Price
1999
Laminated acetate hopsacking type fab-
ric accented with six gold-timmed simu-
lated mother of pearl buttons. Two
patch pockets. Ideal for Easter and
spring wear. Sizes 8 to 16.
a .4 Begins at...
Le,0.661- fackRraci6
Easter In its
3-P1ECE COSTUME
Slim Skirt with Long-Sleeve
Jacket and Sleeveless Shell
Colorful curlicues swirl their
drama around this 3-piece cos-
tume. White double intarsia
design curls up on jacket, worn
over solid white sleeveless shell.
Almond green or navy acetate
double knit in almond green or
navy. Sizes 10 to 18.
$2500
3-Piece Double-Knit
EASTER SUIT
Smartly Styled for
Easter and Spring
COMPARE AT 97"
1600
Sieevbless jacket has long pointed collar and 6
round button chain closing. Matching skirt. Con-
trusting color long sleeve blouse has flip tie. Navy
with yellow or gray with yellow. Sizes 10 to 16
and 161/2 to 221/2.
8-Button
DOUBLE
BREASTED
SHORT
COAT
$15.99 Value
SPECIAL
$13
Drizzier type In water re-
pellent Dacron* polyester
and cotton fabric. Double
breasted style with belt.
Navy, blue or yellow in
sixes 8 to is.
-
• I
STORES
100% Polyester
NO-IRON
BLOUSE
$8.99 Value
$699
Nadine washable .
never needs ironing
Long sleeve style with
long pointed collar.
Two buttons at cot-
len and on ruffs.
Assorted Seeing
cokes ht elzes
22 to 35
r'•  ',Poo ins r r • . • • &&&&& • v 4.11 : s. • • e IsAr..di
First Quality
NYLON
PANTY HOSE
Ballet Brand
by Burlington
$219
bi flex
Fine quality cotton broadcloth
with 4-section circular stitched
lined cups. Center elastic gore
. . . adjustable back. In white
only.
YOUR SIZE IS HERE:
A-Cups B-Cups C-Cups ID-Cups
32-36 32-42 34-46 1 36-46
BE TOE BRIEFS
Nylon Seamed \()
For Longer Wear
CHOICE OF COTTON
OR ACETATE
Patented "no-bind" crotch
makes the difference. White
tricot knit acetate or cotton.
Sizes 5-6-7.
Sizes 8-9-10 
 69c
e-7
Patricia
NYLON HOS
59c A PAIR, OR
Plain
or Fancy
Nylon Panties
• Nylon Tricot • Nylon Satin
STORES
Miracle Lightweight
Nodal' Bust Cups
Covered with
Nylon Lace
Bands Support
and Separate
Biflex KODEL FIBERFILL
STRETCH STRAP BRA
Gives
All-Around
Stretch
Comfort
Latish use of elastic rounds, lifts and separates .. . com-
fortable non-curl adjustable stretch straps. Nylon lace
bust cups are gently padded with cloud-soft Kodel•
polyester fiberfill. All Lycra* elastic back. White in
sizes 32A to 36A; 328 to 388; 34C to 40C.
bifiele® "SLIMBAND"
LONG LINE PANTIE GIRDLE
Made With LYCRA*
Flatter your figure with
o Biflex "Slim-Band"
girdle. Slim bands flat-
ten your tummy.. flat-
ter your waistline. Made
of Lycra power not In
white only. Four de-
tachable garters. . . .
Firs
CC
DI
Eas
Fa
Litth
Colorful pri
your leisure
with round
Washable .
ing. Pink a
and large si
CA
RFILL
BRA
les corn-
Nylon lace
-soft Kodel*
k. White in
"SLIM
BAND"
4RDLE
-4 minallIrrit.ik
r 1
-AP AP-
\ 
40_04
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Ladies'
First Quality
COTTON
PRINT
DUSTER
Easy-Care Cotton
Fabric Requires
Little or No Ironing
$2"
Colorful print duster that's ideal for
your leisure hours. Short sleeve style
with round yoke and button front.
Washable. . needs little or no iron-
ing. Pink and blue in small, medium
and large sizes.
T;
a ,4 Begins at...
Dream in the Blissful Comfott of
#74.TORES
LOVELY LACE TRIMMED)
WALTZ LENGTH GOWNS
Dreamy Styles in a Permanent Press
Blend of Kodel* Polyester and Cotton
CHOICE OF STYLES
$2"and$
So easy to care for. . . and they never
need ironing 'cause they're a pe•vnanent
press blend of Kodel* polyester and cot-
ton. Choice of several styles with beau-
tiful lace trims. Pink, blue and maize
in small, medium, large and extra large
sizes.
* Reg. TM
Kodel* and Cotton
Permanent Press
WALTZ GOWNS
199
First quality with fancy trims. Kodel*
polyester and cotton blend never
needs ironing. Mnk, blue and maize
in small, mediums and large -sizes.
* Rog. TM
99
„..
.7. Jr,
mo,
;9W-
41 • 4,V?,
Tailored and Fancy
NYLON HALF SLIPS
• Nylon Tricot • Nylon Satin
$199..$299
Shadow panel styles with lace and
embroidery trims. All are first
quality. Machine washable fab-
rics. Perfect fitting elastic waist.
Sizes S-M-L and X-XX-XXX.
• WHITE • PINK
• MAUI • BLUE
,
I First
Quality
PERMANENT
PRESS
BABY DOLL
PAJAMAS
$199 $999
and ifig
Blended al Kodel* polyester
and cotton . . . these Baby
Dolls never need ironing. All
are first quality. Finished
with fancy trims. Pink, blue
and maize.
• SMALL • MEDIUM
• LAM
egin-s at...
Swing into Spring with a Pair of
\ ROYAL MAID LOAFERS
Styled by Bootster
$799 $
and
Come in today and select from our new
spring line of famous Royal Maid loafers
in black and colors. Sizes 5 to 10.
144
ABOVE . .GLAZED LEATHER
Ever populor penny casual in glozed leather with tricot $799
knit going. lila& gold, red and brown.
RIGHT... KRINKLED PATENT
KrinkJed patent loather with tricot lining. Vamp .trop $1099
with double snake buckle. Mack, red and blue.
trwitotttr—oriskpow
WW4MOT NOW
I. Woe pi.
maw
fteekomek
SOW PIMP
I. dry ice es-
boa . . &de
reeled tee.
NOM MAP
No sod
rod moo Wire
Ladies' Plain and
Novelty Vamp
DRESS PUMPS
YOUR CHOICEsr
An exciting selection of new spring
styles that are eye-appealing as well as
being appealing to the pocketbook.
Choose from these and other styles. Sizes
5 to 10.
t,
Ittt
$fx99
Exciting News in
Ladies' Fashion-Right
SPRING STRAPS
MODESTLY PRICED
Medium heels with baby doll and rou
ed square toes. Wide and narrow
Colors include cognac, white, baby
- blue and black. Sizes 5 to 10.
Am, tit Fet.0,-;1, Don't look
their best ir
good lookie
the styles 51
Styled and Crafted for Comfort
and Good Looks-Priced for Savings!
Don't look now... but your shoes are showing! So why not make your feet look
their best in a pair of our handsome new slip-one or strap oxfords. Comfortable,
good looking. . . and we know you'll appreciate the low prices. Choose from
the styles shown above ... as well as others at comparable prices. Sizes 7 to 1 1 .
GRAINED
OXFORDS
$ 9
/1 n
MEN'S SLIP-ONS IN MANY STYLES
"
to $1199
71lOYSI OXFORDS
and LOAFERS
For Easter
and Spring Wear
a.
Begins at...
Unlined Nylon Taffeta
SPRING JACKETS
For Men and Boys With Durable
Cravenette Water Repellent Finish
Boys' Sizes 11-111 Man's Sizes: S-M-L-XL
$495 $595
A lightweight jacket with hood concealed in stand-up col-
lar. Ideal for early spring days. Washable nylon taffeta
with water repellent finish. Assorted solid colors with con-
- frosting vertical stripes and zippers.
Boys' 6 to 20
Casual Pcmts
Tapered Leg Styles
With or Without Cuffs
$5"
50% polyester-50% cotton blends that never
need ironing ... yet look like new after every
trip to the washing machine Choice of solid
colon and ploids in shades of brown, green,
blue, camel, gold, black, charcoal, olive, navy
and laden. Sizes 6 to 20.
LITTLE MEN'S DRESS SLACKS
P•ITMS•411 pvo. polyesth - cotton
blonds Tapered logs with cuffs As-
sorted colors in solids, stripes sled
plaids 2 to 7
$399
• Navy • Gold • Green • Maize
S T 0 F7 Fl‘7,
Boys' Polyester-Cotton Blend
No Iron SPORT SHIRTS
Regular and
Button-down
Collar Styles
CHOICE $2"
PS Pr. Tapered styles with short sleeves. Choice of 50% polyester-
e0
*ft * 50% cotton or 65% Dacron* polyester-35% cotton blends
that never need ironing. Assorted plaids, stripes and checks
in shades of blue, mint, tan, yellow and gold. Sizes 6 to 18.
• Dupont TM
JUVENILE SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS
65% Dacron* polyester-35% cotton blends that
never need ironing. Spread collars . . . short
sleeves. Blue, mint, tan and yellow in sizes 2 to 7.
$199
Big Selection Of
B01'5' 11= TIES
Buy Now for faster!
$10°
Asserted stripes esd neat patters.
in We, green, brown, spery, Sew
Dad Sae.
BOYS' SHORT SLEEVE
KNIT SHIRTS
• 100% Combed Cotton
• Acetate-Cotton Blends
Short drove style with mock
Ivrth neck. Strip. and
solid caws in erase red,
bk. and ginger. 6-15.
BOYS' STRIPED OR SOLID
CREW SOCKS
Your Choice
Salk. cPr-
White with etriped tops or solids
I.. navy, green, elsorcool, white,
brown and Wee. Stretch nylon
or cothn wilt. stretch hot Stretch
sizes 6-11.
Men's Assorted
SPORT CAPS
• Polished Cottons
• Oxford Cloths
• Foam-backed Cottons
98c
flat top and baseball shop. ..
nosh front styles. Blue, tee,
7grsestis. and yellow. 6 3/4 to
CM
Blended a
ton .
pert. leg
Solids on
green, blo
olive, no*
Mohr,. N
Th
Gol
Jo
Heavy
raglan.
=mouth
deistic I
tat
lend
IRIS
0% polyester-
cotton blends
es and checks
Sizes 6 to 18.
• Dupont TM
1 99
OLID
OCKS
oice
)Cpr.
tops or wails
karma, white,
Stretds nylon
of, feet. Stretch
Permanent Press
CASUAL PANTS
$795
Blended of 50% polyester and 50% cot-
ton . . NEVER NEED IRONING. Ta-
pered leg styles with or without cuffi.
Solids and plaids in shades of brown,
green, blue, camel, gold, block, charcoal,
olive, navy and laden. Sixes 2/ to 36.
Mature Model (32-42) '  $515
The Jump Suit
Ideal Outfit for
Golfing, Gardening or
Just Plain Loafing
Begins a
Men's Permanent Press
HALF-SLEEVE
DRESS SHIRTS
• 50% Kodel* Polyester
and 50% Cotton Blends
• 65% Dacron* Polyester
and 35% Cotton Blends
Men . . . stock up on these quality shirts
at our low price! All are permanent press
fabrics that never need ironing. Popular
short sleeve styles with spread and button-
down collars. Solids, stripes and assorted
patterns in white, blue, gold, green, tan
and brown. Sizes 14 to 17.
* Registered Trade Marks
.)-4...'Ke.Vit* ;49. .../.4,:. .-
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MEN'S PERMANENT PRESS SPORT SHIRTS
Short Sleeves For Spring and Summer Wear
Choose from spread collar styles, button-down and long pointed collars in quality
fabrics blended of polyester and cotton fibers. White, blue, gold, green, rust
and brown in satin stripes, iridescent:, mini checks, muted stripes and fashion
solids. S-M-4.-XL.
Men's
SPRING
TIES
Stripes and
Neat Patterns
Dacron' polyester and Docrots°
polyesteorsceterte blends In
ready-tad and regular styles
New wide styles in brown,
blue, green, gray and tan.
Fruit-of-the-Loom
MEN'S UNDERWEAR
Ribbed crew socks in bright new
spring colors. . . tea green, black,
navy, white, pale lemon, puny,
gentle gold, lime frost, cinnamon
heather, isle blue, brown, gold,
olive, charcoal, light olive, pine
heather and sage green. Stretch
sizes 10 to 13.
Men's Permanent Press
COAT STYLE
PAJAMAS
Long sleeve, long leg style
In 100% permanent press cot-
ton. Bottoms have elastic.
waist and gripper fasteners.
Sizes A-B-C-D.
Smooth, even-textured fabric in small, neat patterns. Pre-shrunk . . .
wash-fast colors. Popular shades of pink, green, blue, orchid and yel-
low. 45-inches wide.
65% Dacron* Polyester -
35% Cotton
American Dotted Swiss
• Pre-shrunk
• Drip Dry
• Low Priced at 
Flack dot American dotted Swiss that needs little,
if any, ironing. White with colored dots or white
dots on colored grounds. 45-inches wide. *Dupont TM
Enjoy The Lasting Beauty of
OWENS-CORNING
FIBERGLAS
GLASS DRAPERIES
at a Special
Low Price
• Shrink-Proof
• /lima%
• Wrinkle-Proof
• Sunsafe
Draperies of Fiberglass are ALL fashion . . .
ALL pleasure. . . with none of the work or
bother. They launder and dry so easily and
• perform beautifully because they're mad* of
Fiberglas. Colors include white, melon, beige,
and gold. 50 x inches.
100% POLYESTER DOUBLE KNIT FABRICS
The Exciting Fabrics for Spring Fashions!
A versatile fabric that is machine washable . .. yet won't wrinkle, bag
or sag. In self-designs, diagonal, ribbed and basket weaves. Every
yard is guaranteed first quality. Newest colors. 60-inches wide.
100% COTTON VIP FAVORITE PRINTS
$1 19yd.
27x48"
100% Rayon Pile
THROW RUGS
Terrific 
$299Value 
Self-carved designs in assorted solid colors.
Skid-resistant backs. Washable.
Non-Skid
3-PIECE
BATH SETS
Oblong Mat,
Contour Mat and
Lid Cover Complete
BA'
wit
Bath
Towel
Only..
MATCHINI
MATCH IN
Soft, abso
popular
royal blul
TOW
BATH 1
HAND
WASH
Solid colat
blue, yell
stripes witl
and green
Lint Fre
BAB
BE
FOl
Itoyon
shooting. Go
solid colors. I
kid
CE
iETS
Mat,
at and
'omplete
99
rayon pile
slip back-
ude white,
blue, red
PO 
MADI, ,N
us& r
CANNON,?
Woven Jacquard
BATH TOWELS
Heavy Quality Terry
with New Sheared Finish
Bath
Towel
Only
MATCHING HAND TOWEL 
 $1.29
MATCHING WASH CLOTH 
 59c
Soft, absorbent jacquard weave towels at
popular prices. Fashion colors include
royal blue, green, orange and hot pink.
Sturdy Cotton Terry
TOWEL ENSEMBLES
BATH TOWEL __ 
 
$1.00
HAND TOWEL 59c
WASH CLOTH 29c
Solid colors . . . white, orange, gold, red,
blue, yellow, pink and green. Woven
stripes with fringed ends in gold, blue, pink
and green.
Lint Free, Rayon Tuft
BABY CHENILLE
BEDSPREADS
For Full or Twin Beds
Petti-Point Rose Heirloom Spread
Is Washable and Reversible
Beautifully designed colonial type bedspread at a remarkably low
price. Made of 100% cotton washable and pre-shrunk. Re-
versible for twice the wear .. . fringed for added beauty. Full size
only in white and antique white. See this lovely spread todayl
Jacquard Weave Bedspreads
Choice of Full or Twin Sizes
At One Low Price
These lovely spreads make won-
derful gifts. They're machine
washable . . they're pre-shrunk
. . . and they're finished with
decorative fringe. An outstand-
ing value.
• White
• Willow Green
• Doric Green
• Blue
• Colesflower
• Orange
• Yellow
• Hello
Begins at...
Girls' Permanent Press
LACE TRIMMED SLIPS
Blended of
Polyester and Cotton
$ 199
! Famous Loomcraft brand.
Perma nont press fabric
blended of 65% polyester
and 35% cotton. White
oniy in sixes 4 to 14.
1 Girls' Built-upCOTTON SLIPS
Embroidered Bodice
and Lace Trim
Excellent value. Made of soft
white cotton fabric with built-
up shoulders. Embroidery
and lace trim. 4 to 14.
44s.
PERMANENT PRESS
DRESSES FOR BIG AND LITTLE GIRLSlii
Sizes 4 to 6x Sizes 7 to 14 '111
11299 to $599 $399 to $599
Permanent press Kodel• polystete! end
cotton blends in gay prints, solids andPrints, plaids and solids in maboh plows. Long oncl short sleeve stylesblue, peach and navy/white combh with ow.' or cow{ oodribur, big bor.
notions. ik-lin4). tow torso Dna P1"0— tivo eolkers and sissy bows. Alsoed 
Green. blue, Pink,
Infants' Lace-Cuff
A Ntilip(16TcS
Hanes quality. Strekh
nylon with lace trimmed
White, pink,
maize and hi... . Stretch
sixes 3-644.
Infants' Nylon or Terry
SLEEP Olt PLAY SETS
Zipper et sowsp-front styles. .
White and mewled osiers.... SA.
$325 $349
PANTIES
49c
Briof di& with M-
ilo him bock. Piok.
white sod mob,.
Exclosin noothaw crotch . . . wool
rillo or Mod. Wkho I. 1420. 1,.
14.
Washable Plastic "Tot-Toter"
With Washable
Vinyl Pad
$399
The "Pot-tab's Nurse-
maid" adjusts to
four positions to
soft baby's whim.
Play balls for
baby's amuse-
mord.
• White
• Pink
• Blue
• Maize
talit
1-LB.
CC
Dairy r
candy
and
flavors
**
59451 (P32-16.
risiliWannirmosznamisiff
Taste
Treat
Special!
1-LB. BAGS!
COCONUT STACKS
Dairy rich coconut
candy in vanilla C
and chocolate
flavors. bag
Reg. 69c
- vEnrinammenameav rglysimmaraumosmoziams
VALUABLE COUPON
"I
ANT5
' 7
'pp; tytitp; 'fit it it it ft it;
• 1969 by K. C. Slaw The Mork "Sea Franklin" 6 regieernd In the U. S. Potent Mk..
STARTS THURSDAY MORNING
BEN
144St (P3Z-t641)
FMAN K N ®
400 LAKE ST. FULTON, KY.
VALUABLE COUPON
544-aoeifizeCANTRECE
* NYLONS
Reg. 79c
Sizes S-L 
57!.
• Choice of Fashion Shades
Fine quality micro mesh clings to
every curve in the smooth fit you love!
Seamless with nude heel.
BE1FR'ANKullARGAIN CORNER
BOARD
PAD & COVER
99c
pad I Silicone
BEN FRANKLIN •
DAMPENER SAS
108 SPRING
CLOTHES PINS
994 bag
4r* BATHROOM SPECIALS!
260-Lb. Capacity
BATH SCALE
sturdy steel with baked
enamel finish, easy 333
* clean vinyl mat.
Reg. 4.47
- TOILET SEAT
Molded wood
with baked alkyd
finish White only
IRONING BOARDS
ANTI—FATIGUE MATS 4,*
• 18 x 30-In. Floral Design 3.59 Value
Soft foam rubber cushions 
a57
• Avocado Baked Enamel Top 4.99 Value
• Snag Free Rolled Edges
Now you can iron in comfort... 99
just adjust board to the height
that is right for you! And vent-
ed steel top keeps you cooler!
your feet so you will feel rest-
ed while you stand & work.
In glamorous floral design.
UTILITY BASKETS
•Ught to Lift! Bushel Size! 1.29 Value
Rustproof, snagproof plastic
basket is designed to be kind 88c
to your clothes. You'll like
the colorful wicker weave too!
CZ) .
STEAM DRY IRON
It's so easy. .. just set fabric dial 44
and flick switch to steam or dry! Black
plastic handle on chrome cover.
List Price 9.96
Ceg 2.99Men's S-X)2.57 
One Size Fits Rill
RUTH BARRY
PANTY HOSE
a". 1271.41
Super stretch yarn for an
extra smooth fit... women
5-ft. to 5-ft. 7-in. F
shades.
-** pex- Icor
f Web'. cottorieyelet
7 knit with heat resistant
elastic at waist and tads.
,Peatiplaiwtilte,S,bA L,Xl.
Soft, absorbent terrycloth
with rib knit cuffs and
IBETRAN MIN® **
SWEATSHIRTS
FOR THE
FAMILY
STRIPES GALORE ... horizontal
or vertical, collar & cuff trim or
choose a plain solid. All in cool
Spring fabrics styled with raglan
or set-in short sleeves.
MEN'S Size S,M,L,XL
Red, Gold, Green, Blue
50% Acrylic, 50% Cotton
REG. 2.99257
MISSES', WOMEN'S S,M,L
New frothy colors—Lime-
ade, Icy Grape. 50%
Acrylic, 50% Cotton. 
197Reg. 2.49
GIRLS 7 to 14
Pink, Maize, Blue, Green
60% Cotton, 40% Acrylic
Reg. 1.99
BOYS' Size S,M,L
Chilli, Green, Navy, Gold
50% Acrylic, 50% Cotton
Reg. 2.29
CHILDREN'S 4 to 8
Gold, Green, Teal blue,
Pink, 92% Cotton, 8%
Acrylic
Reg. 1.29
157
197
99c
Oral
Bra;
'**
ITS
'HE
CLY
... horizontal
Si cuff trim or
id. All in cool
KJ with raglan
yes.
,XL
3lue.
!.99 257
Mon 
I'S S,M,L
ime-
50%
197?.49
preen
rlic 
1 571.99
Gold
on 
197?.29
8
Aue,
8%
1.29 99c
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TRAVERSE RODS
Drapes open smoothly with nylon guides!
Brackets adjust 21/4 to 31/2-in, from watt.
EXTENDS EXTENDS 1,
28 to 484n. 411 to 1164s.
269
389
METAL CURTAIN RODS
Standard rode-can be used for any style curtains. Key slot hole
on brackets. Durable white enamel finish.
EXTENDS
28 to 4114e.
be Ise NEW! Floral
HOME FURNISHINGS
that cost you less!
Come Browse Through Our Collection
FRAMED PICTURES
• Large 27x33-Inch Over-all Size!
Add a touch of color to your home
with a lovely landscape! Handsome
walnut or maple finished wood frames
with straight or scalloped edge.
Rayon & Acetate or 100% Nylon
Reg. 5.99
99
27x48-In. AREA RUGS
• Washable with Latex Backing
Bold solid colors with sculptured
patterns in high & low cut pile; or
a two tone Jacquard pattern in high
& low loop pile. All with fringe trim.
SPECIAL
99
BEN 'FRAN KL.I N®
4:-In. • 6- t. Six•
Room Darkening SHADES
Ideal for bedrooms or TV
viewing. Washable vinyl 47
embossed linen design.
Reg. 1.99
SHADE BRACKETS
Choice: 2-pi. for inside 1SC
roller or 1-pr for outside. Pk!.
Extra Wide!
SAILCLOTH
PRINT TIER
CURTAINS
197e
Bright kitchen floral prints
... looks pretty anywhere in
your home. Durable sailcloth
needs very little care. 72 x
36-in, size, valance 54 x 9-in.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
 
APPLIANCES
Famous Makes! Low Prices!
(_)2 to 11-CUP
GLASS PERCOLATORS
Attractively designed
see-through glass
bowl ... lifts off for
cleaning. Flavor
selector!
List Price 12.99
][0.„siso QUALITY
CAN OPENERS
Press lever to start,
release to stop
opens any shape can
43/4-in plastic case
List Price 8.99
654
MS) TWO-SLICE
AUTOMATIC TOASTERS
Shade selector—snap
open crumb tray.
Black plastic handles,
feet. 844
One Piece Drain Dry...
Plastic DISH RACKS
• Antique Gold, White and Avocado!
Built in silverware holder and central drain
canal ... holds 18 plates or saucers. Rigid con-
struction is boiling water safe, won't scratch.
Reg. 1.98
Proctor-Silex
PERCOLATOR
11.99
157
**BETRANKLIN6**
Lasko
CAN OPENER
6.54
Proctor-Silex
TOASTER
8.44
****** ** * ***
See a
clean-al
Int
WI
• Eas
• DriE
You car
tertain
colors
smooth
164414.
clean-up needs ... all at our low,
budget-savings prices!
Interior LATEX
WALL PAINT
You can apply it in the morning and en-
tertain guests that afternoon. Decorator
colors and white dry to a beautiful satin
smooth finish over almost any surface!
All you need for a fast, easy application
of paint ... 7-in roller with synthetic cover
can handle almost any surface! 14-in.
long metal tray includes ladder clips!
TARPAULIN
PLUM drop-doth
sax
SAVE 0
HEALT
BEAUTY
AIDS
Dependable famous
brands at low,
budget-saving prices!
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